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From the Editorial Board

As you will have already observed, this
issue of Architecture California represents
a significant change in direction for the
magazine.In addition to signalling the re-
sumption of a regular publication sched-
ule, it reflects fundamental changes in
content, format, and editorial responsibil-
ity. These changes have not come about
easily.

Over the past two and a half years,
the Editorial Board, working closely with
the President, Vice-President for Commu-
nications/Public Affairs, and the Executive
Director, has labored to reshape Architec-
ture California to be more responsive to
the shared needs of our readership as well
as to the highest ambitions of the CCAIA.
During this institutional soul-searching,
the idea that the magazine can and should
more fully exploit its unique role as a
service to architects practicing in Califor-
nia emerged as the foremost concern. As
the only forum for professional discussion
of specific issues affecting our practices. irs
role is significantly different from that of
national magazines and it was felt that this
difference should be accentuated.

Coming in the midst of these editorial
discussions, the news of last year's drastic
cut in the operating budget for Architec-
ture California posed the riddle of how to
produce a meatier, better written. more
informative magazine at less expense than
the previous edition.

A look at this issue makes obvious
some of our decisions. Chapter news and
notes are gone having been absorbed by

Update. Advertising, which has been a
drain economically (as well as visually) has
been eliminated. Our current financial
straits render color photography a luxury
in which we will indulge only occasionally.

Less apparent are operational changes
such as the reduction of the Editorial
Board from eight to four members and the
replacement of Board meetings by confer-
ence calls and faxes. Another change is
that each of the three regular board
members will now assume responsibility
for the overall direction of one issue each
year. Design and production also have
been simplified through the efforts of the
Dunlavey Studio. Most importanrly, our
new Editor, Alicia Rosenthal, AIA,
generously agreed to take time from her
practice to apply her editorial talents to
this fledgling enterprise.

Our hope is that you will find this
issue to be substantial in the hand as well
as professionally. Finally though, rhe suc-
cess of Architecture California as an idea
will depend upon its readership. \We

actively solicit your ideas for future issues
as well as your comments and criticism.
This is, after all, a participatory publica-
tion produced by volunteer members of the
CCAIA for the membership and we
encourage you to take part.

Barton Phelps, AIA
Chair, Editorial Board
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From the Editor

Californians feel blessed by a benign and
beautiful natural environment and have a

tradition of actively organizing to preserve

and enhance it. The artificial, built
environment has also historically attracted
the attention of community groups, but
only relatively recently has it become a

cause of widespread concern among
citizens. The abstract notion of the public
as a user whom we serve as responsible
professionals is transformed into a very
real, vocal group of representatives of that
public with specific opinions and require-
ments. The need to include the input of
third parties in design decisions is affecting
the traditional architect-client relationship.

More and more communities are

becoming missionaries of control, often
inspired by one form or another of built
abuse or by a vision of the future of a

place. Among architects, few issues elicit
such strong and divergent reactions as

those of design control, especially in the
realm of aesthetics. Emotions run high,
touching on fundamental beliefs we hold
as professionals and citizens.

In examining design control, it is not
the intention of Architecture California
to judge or recommend the adoption of a

particular position, but rather provide
information and provocative points of
view in order to initiate a dialogue that
will transcend simplistic conclusions. We
think it is safe to say that design control is

a political process with profound implica-
tions. An issue such as taste in aesthetics,
far from being superficial, can convey
strong social bias and serious economic
concerns. Design Review appears prone to

manipulation and therefore can be used in
both selfish and altruistic ways. As archi-
tects, the challenge before us involves
Iocating ourselves in the political spectrum
in a position that is consistent with our
values as professionals and as citizens.

This collection of essays, organized in
three sections, attempts a broad considera-
tion, and looks at the possible implications
of design control and design review from
perspectives within and outside our
profession. Background brings us a
historical overview of design control in
America, particularly in California as well
as a discussion of its economic and legal

implications. Case Studies describes diverse
experiences with design control at different
stages of implementation in communities
throughout; Commentary is a collection of
pithy thoughts on the topic that we hope

will be helpfully provocative.
I wish to thank all contributors and

the Editorial Board for their support, en-

thusiasm and many captivating discus-
sions. I invite you to contact CCAIA in
writing with your views on the topics
under consideration in this and future
issues as well as on our journalistic
approach to them.

As an architect and AIA member I
share the Editorial Board's enthusiasm in
bringing to you our first issue of the
"new" Architecture California. I hope you
will enjoy reading it as much as I have
enjoyed my role in making it happen.
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Daoid Gebhard

In the late summer of 1892, the New York
architectural critic and writer Mariana
Griswold Van Rensselaer visited Chicago's
'World Columbian Exposition, then well
along in construction. !7hat interested her
most was not the specific question of the
success or failure of the Beaux Arts
Classical architectural imagern but rarher
what lessons the fair could provide for rhe
planning and replanning of American
cities.r She wrote,"Any one of us can
point to good and beautiful buildings in
American towns; but can anyone think of
a single satisfactory large group or long
perspective? Beautiful groups, beautiful
perspectives, a stupendously beautiful
panorama is what the Fair will show us.
It will be the first real object-lesson
America has had in the art of building well
on a great scale; and it will show us how,
on a smaller but still sometimes a very
large scale, our permanent streets and
squares ought to be designed."2

The vision of the archirect-planner
Daniel H. Burnham, and the landscape
architect Frederick Law Olmsted, brought
about the planning and architectural unifi-
cation present at the Fair, mentioned by
Van Rensselaer. The Fair offered a unique
opportunity for Burnham and Olmsted to
function in a manner foreign to the nine-
teenth century American Iaissez-faire
scene. They could play the game of archi-
tectural/planning arbitrator, similar to the
role played by Baron Georges Haussmann
in the replanning of Paris during the
regime of Napoleon III.

As Van Rensselaer had anticipared,
the 1893 Chicago Fair served as an impe-
tus for America's long term involvement
with the City Beautiful movement. While
a few City Beautiful-inspired civic cenrers
and other fragments were built across the
country during the first four decades of the
twentieth century, the grand city plans of
Burnham and others never came to frui-
tion.3 These various schemes were not
realized due to their often prohibitive
costs and the array of difficulties posed by
the private ownership of land and build-
ings. Equally determinant, though, was the
sentiment of clients, their architects, and a

large segment of the public that openly
embraced a laissez-faire approach to de-
sign. Van Rensselaer's, Burnham's and
others' vision of an architecturally unified
city lacked reality, for in the end it did not
provide any acceptable mode of architec-
tural review. Europe and England could
and did impose such conrrols via the con-
tinued presence of a leftover feudal bu-
reaucracy that could operare as architec-
tural/planning arbitrator. Americans, with
their traditional suspicions of government,
found it difficult to conceive of granting
such authority to an appointed govern-
mental bureaucrat or even to elected offi-
cials (though there have in this century
been occasional exceptions, such as Robert
Moses of New York).

Ultimately, the demise of the Beaux
Arts-inspired City Beautiful movement
was due, not to its ideological defeat at the
hands of the Modernist, but to its inability
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to provide a workable method of carrying
out its ideals. The typical City Beautiful
solution (the crearion of a Fine Arts
Commission) might work in the public
arena of Washington, D.C., but it did not
function well in other American ciries,
large or small. Such commissions could
work effectively only within the limited
public realm involving groups of govern-
mental buildings and parks, or on a very
small scale with a new town or suburban
development planned and controlled by
private capital. Many privately established
communities laid out in the second and
third decades at least initially entailed firm
architectural control and review. In the
teens there were the copper mining torvns
of Ajo (Arizona), Tyrone (New Mexico),
and others. During the heady boom days
of the twenties, Florida witnessed the crea-
tion of many speculative cities, including
Opa-Locka, Boca Raton and Coral Gables.

California experienced the same phe-
nomenon, with communities such as Palos

Verdes, San Clemente and Rancho Santa

Fe. Upper middle class suburban residen-
tial developments like St. Francis Woods
and Forest Hills in San Francisco, and Bel

Air and \Westlake Village in Los Angeles,
accompanied these planned communities
and preceded them in some instances.
These communities began with some

architectural controls. A few developed
and maintained a highly visible review
process. In Palos Verdes, this process
specified the Mediterranean/Spanish
Colonial Revival image - both in gardens
and buildings. The seriousness of che de-

velopers of Palos Verdes apears in the
"name-brand" professionals they involved
in the process: the landscape architect and
planner, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., the
planner, Charles Cheney, and the architect,
Myron Hunt.a Generally these private
communities dealt with the need for archi-
tecrural review via legal covenants
(C C & R's), not by any action upon the
part of a governmental body.

Another impetus, which has had a far
more lasting impact on establishing archi-

tectural controls and review has been tour-
ism. In the United States, tourism brought
together two seemingly unlikely groups in
society: those who were ideologically argu-
ing for a romantic self-conscious cultiva-
tion of regional differences made visible
via planning, landscape architecture and
architecture and those who had an eco-
nomic interest in seeing tourism promoted.
The earliest "grand" episode of architec-
ture promoting tourism was in Florida in
the mid 1880s. The key figure in this
affair was the New York investor Henry
M. Flager, who through railroad acquisi-
tions developed the Florida East Coast
Railroad system and commissioned the
New York architectural firm of Carrere &
Hastings to enhance the historic Spanish
atmosphere through their designs for two
resort hotels, the Ponce de Leon Hotel
(1888) and the Alcazar (1890). A few
years later, in 1893, the city of St. Au-
gustine suffered a severe fire that destroyed
a large section of its central core. Regional
romanticists joined with the business com-
munity to argue that the city should be

rebuilt entirely along Spanish lines; the
basis of their argument was that an en-

hancement of the Hispanic image would
entice more winter visitors to the city.j

The real and mythical enhancement of
exotic non-Anglo images developed almost
as early in the American Southwest and in
California. The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad, which traversed New
Merico, Arizona and Southern California,
quickly took over first the Mission Revival
image and later the Pueblo Revival and the
Spanish Colonial Revival images. Architec-
tural icons of the Southern Pacific and the
Union Pacific railroads eventually joined
the Santa Fe in this endeavor of regional
salesmanship.

An off-shoot of this created regional-
ism, with decided implications for architec-
tural controls and review, was the develop-
menr of an interesr in historic preservation.
The pointedness of this connective link
shows in the early establishment, in 1894,
of the California Landmark Club, by
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Charles Lummis (who was the first editor
of Land of Sunshine, the promotional
magazine of the Santa Fe Railroad) and
Arthur B. Benton, the designer of Hispanic
resort hotels such as the 1903 Mission Inn
in Riverside and the 1910 Arlington Hotel
in Santa Barbara.6 Their argumenrs for
preserving the Mission churches and ado-
bes of California was identical with those
for creating Mission Revival railroad sta-
tions and hotels, namely that it u,ould help
to entice visitors to the state.

The close linking of historic preserva-
tion and architectural controls and reviews
grew appreciably in the late 1920s and on
into the 1930s. Charleston, South Caro-
lina initiated its first ordinance in 1929
(a more complete ordinance was pasr in
1931), and New Orleans created its Vieux
Carre Commission in 1936.': The ration-
ale for historic preservation eventually be-
came, especially after 1945, one of the key
arguments for the creation of historic
districts. Their administrators reviewed all
proposed demolitions, modifications and
new developments. An intriguing develop-
ment of historic preservation in recent
years is that historic preservarion commis-
sions have, to a considerable degree, re-
placed planning commissions as the princi-
pal planning body in many communiries,
including New York City itself. Before
turning our attention to incidents of offi-
cial governmental design review. rwo
added arguments for design controls that
have been part of the scene in America for
many years, should be noted. The first is
aesthetic, i.e. the "obligation" of each
community to cultivate the beautiful. The
second has to do with the desire of citizens
in a community to preserve, not only the
historic flavor of the place, but equally, its
scale and ambience. Such controls were
entailed in several private developments in
the nineteenth century including Llewellyn
Park of 1852-53 (Llewellyn Haskell and
Alexander Jackson Davis) and in Frederick
Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux's 1868
suburban development of Riverside,
Illinois. !7ith the rapid acceleration of ur-

banization and density of development ex-
perienced across much of the American
landscape since 1945, the issue of scale and
present character has often turned out to
be the underlying reason (sometimes,

stated, often not) for design review and
controls.

The preeminent figure responsible for
establishing the rational and eventually
legal arguments for aesthetic controls was
the planner Charles H. Cheney (1884-
1943). Cheney, who was a close associate
of Olmsted and Olmsted, was a founder of
the American City Planning Association
(191,7). He wrote the architectural review
legislation for several communities, includ-
ing Santa Barbara, Palos Verdes and Ran-
cho Santa Fe. \Tithin every master plan
drawn up for a community, he argued,
there should be a section devoted to
"architectural control of all buildings,
signs and physical appearances. The gen-
eral architecture, mass and appearance of
all buildings, private as well as public, is
essentially a matter of public concern."8
Cheney, with Newman F. Baker, Harold
Beardslee Brainerd, Thomas W. Mackesey,
and Rollin L. McNitt, established the
court-tested ahilities for communiries ro
initiate design review legislation.'g The
broad and general acceptance of the prin-
ciple of community review can bee seen in
the comment of President Herbert Hoover
in 1930, that "Beautiful buildings sur-
rounded by ugliness partake of that ugli-
ness and their beauty is impaired. So it is
with all American cities where there is no
architectural control. "lo

The communities of Nantucket, Santa
Fe and Santa Barbara share several aspects
that have allowed them to introduce design
review and to sustain this process over
many decades. All three of these commu-
nities are small urban environments and
they are all somewhat removed from large
urban centers. Each is situated within
an impressive natural environment:
Nantucket within its dunes, marshes and
the ever present sense of the ocean; Santa
Fe in its juniper and piiion covered hills
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overlooked by the towering Sangre De
Christo Mountains; and Santa Barbara
located on a narrow shelf of land between
the Pacific to the south and the Santa Ynez
Mountains to the north.

Nontucket, "Foir Streetond the Sou$ Tower," 1926
by Hubert G. Ripley from Pencil Points, Jonvory,1927

Both by individual histories and by
twentieth century artifice each of these

communities has come to represent one of
America's regional pasts: the essence of
Anglo Colonial and early Republic New
England, in the instance of Nantucket; the
Indian Pueblo and Hispanic Southwest in
Santa Fe; and in Santa Barbara, the mix-
ture of Hispanic and Anglo that became

Alta California during the first half of
nineteenth century. The impressiveness of
their geographic environments, coupled
with their strong expression of regional
architectural qualities, involved these three
cities early in tourism. The economics of

tourism has continually been employed to
argue for maintaining their respective
architectural images through imposed
controls and review.

Finalln these three communities have
succeeded in sustaining their scale and
imagery because they eventually emerged
as enclaves for the upper middle class and
the wealthn and at times, as retreats for
artists and the intelligentsia. Individuals
from these groups formed private organi-
zations and initiated the appropriate plan-
ning, historic preservation and architec-
tural control and review legislation. The
history of the planning/preservation/review
process of these communities proves that
not only did these individuals know what
they were about and how they were to
obtain it. but of even morc importance,
their respective positions on these issues

were sustained by most of the citizens of
each community.

Of the three communities, Santa

Barbara presents the oldest and most ex-
tensive example of design review.rr This
city plunged into the design review process

in the years immediately after'World
War I. The vision was to develop Santa
Barbara (in fact the whole coastal zone of
Santa Barbara County) as a new version of
the Mediterranean coast of Spain. The
rationale for this vision was the region's

House. c. I 928, Sonto Fe, New Mexico. From collecfion
of Dovid Gebhord.

.?
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strong Hispanic inheritance from the early
nineteenth century. The Plan and Planring
Committee of the Community Arts Asso-
ciation (a privare organization) effectively
pursued the concept of rhe planned city, of
limitations of density, of the heighr of
buildings, and of the creation of a single
community-wide architectural imagery.
The Association realized from the begin-
ning that its first task was to inform and
educate the cirizens of the communiry.
They diligently pursued the design and
construction of a series of small scale ex-
amples, which could serve as apt demon-
strations of what the city could look like if
the goals of creating a unified Hispanic
city were achieved. Accompanying rhese
demonstrations were other educational
programs - exhibitions, arricles in rhe local
newspapers and regional journals, and
local and regional competitions. Simulta-
neously, the Associarion engaged the plan-
ner Charles Cheney to prepare an array of
ordinances concerned with planning, zon-
ing, and architectural control. Santa
Barbara's contingenr of architects, George
'Washington Smith and others, was closely
involved in the preparation of these ordi-
nances, providing proposals for various
plazas and streetscapes (The local archi-
tects encouraged the support and partici-
pation of outside groups of architects,
particularly the Allied Architectural
Association of Los Angeles). By 1924 or-
dinances relating to zoning, building height
and density of developmenr were in place.
Immediately after the 1925 earthquake,
the Association prevailed upon the City
Council to enact the design review ordi-
nance previously drawn up by Cheney.
During the year of its existence, the city's
Architectural Review Board set up by the
ordinance processed some 2,000 building
permits.

From the late 1920s on through the
immediate Post'World \Var II years, archi-
tectural control in Santa Barbara reverted
to the private Plans and Planting Commit-
tee headed by Pearl Chase. The general
continuation of the Hispanic imagery

during these years illustrates how very
effective she and her committee were.
\With the renewed press of building activi-
ties after World War II, they prevailed

Sonto Borboro Office Building, Stote Sheet, I927 by
Edwords, Plunkett, & Howell. Photo by Dovid Gebhord.

upon the city in 1949 to institute once
again an appointed architectural review
board (eventually placed within the City
Charter). To maintain tighter design con-
trols over the downtown area, Chase and
her colleagues induced the City to establish
the Advisory Landmark Committee
('1,960\, whose major responsibility was to
act as a design review board over the city's
central core. In l9l7 t1-rit commirree was
reorganized, given much more substantial
authority to review all projects in the
downtown, El Pueblo Viejo District.

As early as the late 1920s ir was rec-
ognized that planning and review should
not be limited to the City of Santa Barbara
alone, but that it should eventually encom-
pass the whole county. In 1931 the subur-
ban community of Montecito received its
historic planning and review ordinance.
Earlier these issues had been placed within
CC & R's of another adjacent suburban
community, the private development of
Hope Ranch to rhe wesr of the city. In the
1950s Santa Barbara County became the
first county in California to establish archi-
tectural review. By the 1980s Montecito,
Summerland, and several other enclaves
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had established their advisory architectural
review committees.

Perhaps, one can understand why
community design review continues to
blossom forth across the state and the

country by turning to one of America's
preeminent critics of this centurn Lewis
Mumford. ln a 1957 piece entitled "Babel
in Europe" published in The New Yorker'
he lamented the non-human, non-contex-
tual approach of Post \forld War II mod-
ernist planning and architecture in Europe.
"These plans of Le Corbusier [of the early
1920s] are todan ironically, the principal
holdovers of that period, perhaps because

they now unconsciously symbolize the

inflation of money, the deflation of human
hopes, and what one must perhaps call
'normalization of the irrational'."rr De-

sign review is correctly perceived to be one

of the principal planning tools to help
create a sense of place, to create some

sense of calmness within the present scene,

and to place some limits on the growth of
"inflation of money."

ln a 1952 article, "Historical Heritage
vs. the March of Progress" the historian-
critic Talbot F. Hamlin asserted that the

goals of architectural review and preserva-

tion should be to encourage "...architec-
tural excellence, community harmony, and

historical association." The realization of
these goals, "...give a sense of community
continuance, and make the ciry and the

country both more lovable and more liv-
able." The best solution, he argued, to
obtain these ideals was through "regional
or community control."

To respond successfully and crea-

tively to community design review, the

architectural and landscape architectural
professions must become aware of the
forces that lie behind it. Too often mem-

bers of the profession tend to respond in
the empty phraseology of supposed free-

dom of imagery, whereas the reality of the

situation is usually a socia[, political and

ideological one.
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Architeetural Appearance
Review Regulations
and the First Amendment:
The Cood, the Bad and the Consensus [Jgly.

Samuel E. Poole, III

In February 1962 the city of Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, denied Ms. Donna Reid's
application for a building permit. The
permit was denied because the Architec-
tural Review Board of this fashionable
Cleveland suburb objected to the unusual
residence design submitted by Ms. Reid's
architect. The plans cailed for a series of
twenty one-story, twelve-foot by twelve-
foot rectangular glass and concrete
modules winding through a grove of trees
in a loose U-shaped arrangement. The
house would be enclosed in a garden
courtyard by a wall seven to ten feet high.
Only the wall would be visible from the
street. Inasmuch as a part of the neighbor-
hood was developed in two and one-half
story neocolonial and neotudor homes, the
Architectural Review Board concluded the
design was inappropriate because it was a

one-story house in a two-story neighbor-
hood. The denial was upheld on review by
the Court of Appeal of Ohio.

It seems obvious that regulations
granting such powers to appearance review
boards may not only generate substantial
uncertainty for builders and developers,
but may also have a chilling effect on
designers. Apart from simply copying
neighboring styles, how will architects
know when their design is acceptable?

Where does the design cross over from
merely different to excessively different?
An equally obvious question to addressed
is whether existing residents ought to be

making such decisions.
It is not surprising that all court

challenges to date have focused on rhe
subjective standards issue. For developers,
as well as for Ms. Reid, that is the obvious
"smoking pistol." The more inreresting
aspect of architectural appearance review,
however, is the first amendment problem
lying just beneath the surface. If nude
dancing is a form of personal expression
due first amendment protection, why not a
personal statement in the form of one's
unique, architect-designed home? More-
over, the statement of the Cleveland
Heights review board that " [w]e don't like
the appearance of that house in this
neighborhood," seems a rather bald
example of suppression of expression for
the most forbidden of reasons (i.e., "'We
just don't like what you have to say").
While most of us fancy ourselves as good
judges of architecture (or at least we know
bad architecture when we see it), the
prospect of good architectural design as

determined by a citizens'commirtee seems

an unwholesome perversion of an other-
wise benign habit.

" @The American Bar Association. This is a condensed version of the article of the same title
published in "The Urban Lawyer", Volume 19, No 2., Spring 1987. Reprinted by permission of
the author and the American Bar Association.
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A discovery of my investigation, and
one that seemed quite surprising in light of
the regulatory expansion in this area, was
the fact that relatively few cases objecting
to architectural appearance regulations
reached the courts. Furthermore, apart
from the "no excessive difference" cases,

few of these regulations have had any
problems in the courts. Understanding the
characteristics of architectural appearance
review regulations focused further inquiry
on three issues: (1)What is the range of
purposes, and how do the various appear-
ance review programs work? (2) What is
the relationship between architectural
appearance and other forms of artistic
expression protected by the first amend-
ment? (3) What should be the outcome of a
suit challenging an appearance review
regulation (especially a "no excessive

difference" one) on a first amendment
basis ?

Architectural Appearance Review
Ordinances:
Architectural appearance review ordi-
nances are a recognition that visual images
are powerful statements. The shape,

arrangement, color, and texture of residen-
tial, business, institutional, and service
structures are assembled - whether we like
it or not - into a statement about that
particular neighborhood or community.
That statement may reveal confusion or
indifference; it may say "welcome," or
"keep out," or "only rich people live here."

Architectural review ordinances have

been created to shape images, either by
positive design requirements ("all buildings
will look like Swiss chalets")or by design
prohibitions ("buildings may not be ex-
cessively different" ) in a number of ways:
(1) To prevent the construction of
buildings that are excessively different
from nearby buildings. This is the program
described in the introduction and is
probably the most common form of
appearance review ordinance. As revealed
by case law and by the nature of communi-
ties adopting such ordinances, this form of

control is principally suburban. It is
frequently used to protect existing mid-and
upper-level income, single-family neighbor-
hoods from intrusion of radically differ-
ence architectural design. However, many
communities exclude single-family homes
from their review.
(2) To prevent construction of buildings
that are excessively similar. This form of
architectural control is also a suburban
concern, originating with the explosive
growth of tract housing (such as the
Levittowns) in the 1950s. The ordinance is

principally aimed at preventing the mono-
tony of the same or similar home design in
large subdivisions.
(3) To preserve the architectural style and
integrity of a historic district. This is

probably the second most common type of
architectural appearance review program.
Its purpose is to prevent the destruction of
historic buildings within a district and
requiring that new construction therein
conform to the district's historic style.
This is generally an urban application,
inasmuch as districts imply a concentration
of structures.
(4) To preserve architectural features of a
particular building designated as a land-
mark. The landmark designation is for a

structure, in contrast to a historic district,
and programs may occur in urban, sub-
urban, or rural settings.
(5) To create an architectural style within
a district, such as an alpine village in
Colorado. This use of architectural review
generally requires an agreement in the
incipient stages of community develop-
ment, and may be both a suburban residen-
tial and a central business district concept
in application.
(6) To create urban spaces, such as mini-
parks and plazas, that attract (desirable)

users. Recent studies have shown that with
proper architectural design, urban plazas
and mini-parks can be made much more
inviting to city residents as lunching,
meeting and recreation places. The
"people activity" in turn makes the urban
area more interesting and safe.
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(71 To create entrance districts along
transportation corridors. This rype of
appearance review program recognizes the
familiar visual experiences we share in
approaching cities and seeks to create a

favorable impression.
In addition ro rhe express purposes

discussed above, it should be observed rhat
architectural appearance review regula-
tions may serve purposes that some may
find socially undesirable. For example, an
ordinance requiring that houses in a
neotudor/neocolonial neighborhood be
"not excessively different" may create rhe
"only-rich-people-live-here" statement by
the community's enforced attempt at
snobbery. Finally, alrhough no example of
this application of appearance view was
discovered, regularion of building design to
create a statemenr rhat the building and its
environs are under the control of the
residents can substantially reduce crime
and vandalism. The design permits and
conveys a stewardship idea.

Architectural appearance review thus
may regulate the visual appearance of
buildings for a variety of purposes, from
neighborhood snobbery ro crime preven-
tion. The essence of this regulation is the
recognition that visual images produced by
architecture convey a message, and control
of that message can produce certain desired
effects (or, converseln can produce
undesired effects if uncontrolled).

Architectural Appearance Review
Regulations from a First Amendment
Perspective
The conclusions of the exrensive analysis of
case law and case studies conducted and
presented in Poole (1987) are: (1)Architec-
ture is a form of protected expression;
(2) Architectural appearance review ordi-
nances for most program purposes are
burdensome regulations of protected
expression; but (3) Only "no excessive
difference" regulations are unconstiru-
tional intrusions on protected expression.
The most important conclusion can be
summarized thus: In light of the infre-

quency of occurrence of designs sufficiently
obiectionable to merit permit denial, the
cure seems more formidable than the
disease.

Regarding the first point, the article
concludes (with substantial support in the
literature) that even though architecrure is
not a traditional form of protected
expression, it is truly difficult to recognize
art, adult films, nude dancing and such as
forms of first amendment expression while
denying such recognition to architecrure.

Points (2) and (3) are the more
difficult proofs in this thesis, principally
because the Supreme Court is partaking of
some line-drawing in an area with little
constitutional or legislative direction.
Although the first amendment srates in
simple terms that a law cannor limit rhe
freedom of expression, case law unmis-
takably demonstrates otherwise. More-
over, regulation of protected expression
based on contenr is permissible.

The resulting analysis for appearance
review programs begins with the quesrion,
"what does the program do, and why?"
This general quesrion is used in the paper
to develop a threshold and a balancing
inquirl two analyses that ultimately prove
quite similar. The threshold approach
focuses on the principle that ordinances
regulating protected expression solely for
reasons of community taste are constitu-
tionally infirm. Among the programs
examined, only the "no excessive differ-
ence regulations" fail this review.

The second inquiry follows the
balancing of government and individual
interests approach. This analysis begins
with the question: "What is the govern-
ment interest, and how clear is the relation-
ship between the inrerest and the regula-
tion?" Next, rhe balancing approach asks,
"What is the impact of the regulation on
protected expression?" Finally, the
analysis inquires, "What is the nature of
the protected expression?" Once again,
among the programs examined, only the no
excessive difference regulations are
unconstitutiona l.
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The similarity between the threshold
and the balancing analyses arises from the
fact that the most important variable in the
competing public and private interest is the
government reason for regulation.
Alrhough the nature of the ordinance's
impact is clearly of concern, there can be

no doubt that first and foremost the Court
wants to hear a very good reason for
restraining a first amendment liberty.

Therefore, with respect to the thesis of
this article, to say that the sole purpose of
an ordinance is to regulate architectural
expression based on community taste is to
say that the public interest is both narrow
and of questionable strength. Moreover, it
is logical to suggest that the substantiality
of the government interest increases with
an increasing variety of purpose extending
beyond majoritarian notions of beauty.

The obvious "bottom line" conclusion
is that the "no excessive difference" type of
appearance review regulation violates the
first amendment. It is probably only a

matter of time before this issue is addressed
by the courts and the Ms. Reids will be free
to make their architectural statement
without the approval of a citizen's commit-
tee on tasteful architecture.

Perspective and Recommendations
Perspectiue
Of the various types of architectural
appearance review programs, only the no
excessive difference regulations have
proven troublesome to the courts. How-
ever, the infrequency of litigation involving
architectural review programs makes
predicting future trends risky. In light of
the growth in the number of communities
regulating building design and the commu-
nity intrusion into a rather personal kind of
value statement, one wonders why there
are so few challenges of "no excessive

difference" regulations. That is to say,

why are people so willing to compromise
seemingly important first amendment
rights? Five logical reasons that may oper-
ate separately or in combination explain
this infrequency.

First, the functional nature of architec-
ture complicates our perception of
architecture in a first amendment context.
Unlike paintings, adult films, and symbolic
antiwar protests, architecture is an

essential part of our everyday domestic and
business lives. In other words, people

compromise these rights simply because

they are unaware that architectural
appearance regulations are intruding on a

fundamental liberty.
Second, it is difficult to sue a commu-

nity that does not actuaily deny permits. A
community may seek to moderate the
"distasteful" elements of the design
through techniques such as plan modifica-
tion, adjustment of site orientation, and
landscaping. An applicant facing a board
seeking a negotiated solution has a difficult
time not making at least some concessions
before reaching a litigation posture.

A third reason for infrequent litigation
is a community intimidation factor. Once
can imagine the discomfort Ms. Reid
would have experienced had she prevailed
in building her home over the strenuous
obiection of the neighbors-to-be. Few
people would feel comfortable in their new
home amid hostile neighbors. Even if the
neighbors eventually decide the house is

not so bad, the anger over the neighbor
that forcefully intruded may linger. Similar-
ly, apartment and commercial building
clearly want to avoid community rejection.

Yet another aspect of the intimidation
factor is that operating against the architect
and builder. People who must obtain
building permits in order to do business are

unlikely to risk the consequence of bucking
the appearance review commission.

A fourth reason is that of the few
people able to afford new architect-
designed homes, fewer still can afford to
build a home without concern for resale

value. Community rejection is certainly
one measure of market response to design.
The same resale value concern exists for
apartment and commercial buildings.

The fifth logical reason for infrequent
litigation is the preselection of community
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by a builder. People who have strong and
distinctive preferences in architectural
design and lifestyle may be disinclined to
select a building site in a communiry that
actively enforces a contrary design
preference.

The relatively srrong economic disin-
centives to build architecturally unpopular
buildings and the community intimidarion
factor (that conrinues independent of
regulation) suggests thar no excessive
difference ordinances are much ado about
very little. Moreover, the infrequency of
architectural designs objectionable enough
to merit community rejection, coupled with
the infringement on first amendment
rights, begs the question of whether such
regulations should be retained at all.

Designs unpopular ar the rime rhey are
constructed have a curious habit of
becoming quite popular. One example of
this shift in public opinion is the Eiffel
Tower. Needless to say, the community's
opinion of this officially designated
monument has improved somewhat.
Similarly, had Ms. Reid prevailed, one
certainly would not be surprised to find her
home on the Cleveland Heights 1985 Tour
of Distinctive Homes.

Community concern about the
disruption of neighborhoods by a mon-
strously offensive building, hower.er,
strongly suggesrs thar for the time being
"no excessive difference" regulations will
continue to be a hot item on the local
government legislative agenda. A success-
ful first amendmenr challenge might be the
only chilling relief in sight.

A 1974 law journal article observed
rhat in spite of rhe fact thar governmenr is
the single largest builder in the country,
appearance review ordinances frequently
exclude government buildings from review.
This apparently common condition is not
unlike putting the hooker in charge of rhe
vice squad. It suggests both a "Chapter
11" for governmenr integrity on this issue
and, more importantly, betrays the thinness
of the veneer of community taste as a basis
for regulation.

Recommendations
It is a firm conclusion of this article that
architectural appearance review regula-
tions directed at preventing the construc-
tion of excessively different buildings
violate the first amendmenr. It is also a

conclusion of this article that architectural
designs sufficiently distasteful ro cause
measurable harm to a neighborhood occur
so rarely (if ever) that regulations to
prevent them amount to making mountains
out of molehills. Therefore, the first and
most sensible recommendation is that local
governments get out of the role of impos-
ing majoritarian notions of tastefulness on
the community ar large. Tastefulness by a

committee assures nothing more or less
than mediocrity.

For municipalities unwilling to give up
community taste architectural review cold
turkey, an alternative approach involves
establishing reviewing criteria similar to
that for obscenity. Ir seems obvious that a
community ought to be able to deny a
permit for a house built in the shape of a
phallus, notwithstanding the architect/
builder's first amendment inreresrs. Ir is
less clear, but intuitively more than of
trivial inrerest, when a community must
decide on a permit for a building that is
manifestly unattractive to the point of a
documentably clear and substantial impact
on the value of adjacent properties. The
approach suggested by these rwo examples
is a two-part tesr rhat musr be applied by
an architectural review board.

In order to deny a building permit
solely for reasons of community distaste,
the board musr find either (1) that the
proposed design is totally lacking in artistic
value and/or blatantly offensive to
community standards, or (2) that the
building in its ultimate landscaped
condition is so offensive to the sensibilities
of the average person as to cause a clear
and substantial decrease in value of
the adjacenr and nearby properties.
Inasmuch as first amendment rights are
at issue, the burden of proof lies with the
community.
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The appropriateness and workability
of this approach is, however, arguable,
because its constitutional health is seriously
in question. The fact is that short of a

phallus-shaped building, architecture may
generate excited discussion but clearly does

not tweak the same moral fibers vibrated
by sexually explicit films. The conse-
quences of a pyramid or (Eastern) court-
yard home or a fuchsia door are simply not
in the same orbit of public interest.

An obvious alternative for communi-
ties concerned principally with lawsuits
over first amendment issues (as well as due
process or equal protection issues) that
wish to retain some level of control over
design is to structure the role of the

architectural review board as one of
working with the builder/architect to
moderate "outrageous" and improve
"inadequate" designs. The board has a

powerful negotiating tool without ever
having to deny a permit, although the
threat of "always a first time" may be

tantamount to coercion. Although this
approach reduces the risk of confrontation
in court, the first amendment infirmity
remains uncured. Limiting the review
board's powers to recommendations only
would be at least one step removed from
coercion and would have the beneficial
effect of requiring boards to develop better
reasons for objecting to a design than
"because we said so."

A final alternative is to develop a com-
munity style approach. The basic elements
are defined community architectural
style(s) and a comprehensive plan for the
location of the style(s) (if there is more than
one). Such a program would preferably
allow a variety of styles based on a central
theme and permit radical design in certain
areas as well. Obviously such comprehen-
sive programs are difficult to implement in
established communities. A community
style approach might be appropriate at a

neighborhood level if there is sufficient
uniformity of style in the existing buildings
or if the style is established before buildings
are constructed. However, the heterogene-

ity of architecture in many established
suburban neighborhoods limits even this
small-scale approach. Moreover, this type
of regulation seems close to the breakpoint
between permissible and much work for no
improvement in position.

In light of the general mediocrity of
government architecture, perhaps leader-

ship by example (instead of by ordinance)
is the best recommendation for a commu-
nity concerned with preventing distasteful
buildings. In a sense, the very condition of
government architecture epitomizes the
problems inherent in a committee ap-
proach to design. Although the art of
compromise may be essential to the
governing of people, it has never been

praised as a wellspring of creative genius.
If local governments must impose the

ephemeral standard of community raste on
buildings that may stand for generations,
perhaps it is most fitting that such review
be limited to public buildings. History may
then make its own comparisons of the
aesthetic values of public and private
expression.
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How Do Design Controls
Affect Prices?

Haruey Molotch

One of the important questions about
urban design control is its economic and
social consequences, particularly who will
be the winners and who the losers.
Especially in housing-poor California,
where less than a fourth of the population
can afford a single-family home, the
question becomes important. Do design
controls increase prices, thus lolr,'ering
the housing standard of living of the
population?

Given that most controvers)' over
design control has centered on issues of
aesthetics and property rights, this ques-
tion of economic consequence has been
less discussed. Little concrete evidence
exists on the issue. I can interpolate from
what is known about land use controls
and try, with the particular nature of
design regulation in mind, to deduce some
conclusions.

For about twenty years, urban
scholars have been battling over the price
effects of land use conrrols, like density
restrictions, growth caps and other
assorted paraphernalia of the urban
environmentalist movements. Especially
regarding California, where home prices
began, after 1.974,to dramatically outdis-
tance national housing markets, the
suspicion has been strong that interference
in the "free market" has separated the
average family from the single family home
and significantly increased housing costs
across the board.

It's a plausible proposition. Given the
laws of supply and demand, anyrhing thar
inhibits the construction of housing (as

well as other types of structures) should
make what does exist more expensive.
The trouble with this "law" is that studies
attempting to prove its effects usually fail
at the task.

One thing not to do is to rely on
builders' statemenrs. Developers give out
horror stories (sometimes unquestioningly
recorded by academic analysrs and
journalists) of how they were forced to
pass on their extra cost burdens to the
consumer. They say the only way to
improve the people's housing, especially
for the low income group most in need, is
to free the developer to do it. Developers,
smarting from the restrictions visited upon
them, often exaggerate the extra costs of
regulation and tend to misunderstand how
the markets in which they operate respond
to such controls.

Using more careful methods, some
social scientists have tried to determine the
impact of controls by comparing housing
prices in places thar have strong restric-
tions with those that do not. My judge-
ment on the overall results of these studies
is that any possible effects are modest and
not very relevant to the high housing costs
in California.

Some scholars have found that when a

single community in a larger metropolis
instigates strong restrictions (usually a

form of comprehensive growth control),
some development shifts to nearby areas
without the control. The kinds of projects
that manage to be built in the restricted
area are more expensive than those in the
adjacent area. This is the "deflection"
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thesis: regulation does not affect the
overall price structure in the market area,

but influences which areas will have the

more expensive housing.
This, of course, is not a new pattern.

Zoning and other forms of controls
(including design control) have for genera-

tions influenced the distribution of housing
types across the metropolis, primarily to
protect some residential areas for the

tasteful rich. This may be a socially
obnoxious policy, but it was neither re-

sponsible for cheapening the housing of
the past nor raising its overall cost today.

\Tithout detailing the statistical
findings, the relative unimportance of land
use restrictions on housing cost can be

grasped by comparing costs among the

coastal areas of California. The price
inflation in places like Orange and Los

Angeles counties has been essentially the

same as in the Santa Barbara area. 'While

certain communities within the Los

Angeles and Orange Country region have

been restrictive, conditions have been far
more laissez-faire than in Santa Barbara.
These areas, so different in their restric-
tions, have had similar price histories over
the past fifteen years. This indicates that
environmental policies could be having
only minor impacts on price.

How could this be? Costs imposed by

regulation, even in environmentalist
bastions like Santa Barbara and Marin
Counties tend to be minor compared to
overall proiect expenses. California's real

estate price inflation primarily has been

due to increased [and costs, not increases

in any component of production. Land
costs, in turn, have been driven up because

so many people have thought real estate is

a good investment - that is, no matter
what one pays for it now, one can sell it
for more later. Real estate, in other words,
has become a speculative commodity like
old master paintings or rare manuscripts.
Price has become utterly subiective, based

in buyers' expectations of what future
buyers will have as their expectations.
If this is what drives price, then any in-

creased costs in production on the land
will likely have only minor, if any, conse-

quence.
lndeed, even the nature of this

possible minor consequence is commonly
misunderstood. A clue to the misunder-
standing lies in the claim, that land owners
themselves make, that their property rights
have been "taken" when restrictions,
including design requirements, are Put in
place. It is plausible that government has

lessened the value of their real estate.

Property that has more restrictions will be

worth less than property that has fewer
restrictions. This means, contrary to the

position of the "pass on" theorists, that
land use controls do not necessarily raise

the cost of housing, but instead lessen the

value of land. The extra cost of develop-
ment, in other words, is not passed

forward to the consumer as higher housing
cost, but passed backward to the Property
owner as decreased land value. Ultimate
price is left undisturbed.

It is unlikely that land use controls
have been responsible for increasing
housing costs to any significant degree.

But what about design controls in particu-
lar? Is there any reason to suppose their
impacts would be different from those of
controls in general?

There are, of course, different kinds of
design controls. Some are clearly cost
neutral. Insisting on conformity to a given
architectural theme ("Spanish" or "'West-

ern") does not necessarily imply higher
costs, there being a wide range of ways to
execute any style. An architectural review
board may ask an applicant to simplify a

design, preferring, for example, the
elegance of a simple stucco wall (under a

"Spanish" regimen) to one adorned with
flagstone trim or topped with a medieval
turret.

Other types of restrictions may dra-
matically decrease a project's cost as when,
for example, bulk limits are placed on
house construction in affluent suburbs.
The rich may be forced to build their
palaces elsewhere. The restriction on what
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of the poor. Although we here embark on
more subjective terrain, I'm one of those
who think good design improves lives.
Even unsophisticated people appreciate
view sheds that have been protected, open
space preserved. and environments
carefully designed. The quality of the
shared environment may have more
significance for the poor than for other
groups; the poor cannot buy access to
refuges like walled communiries. counrry
clubs, and international resorts.

Some problems remain, and I don't
want to make light of them (other authors
will deal with them at greater length).
Government aestheticians run the risk, to
be sure, of mauling indigenous ethnic
cultures, particularly of folk whose
political clout is less rhan that of well-
heeled developers. They can run around
design restrictions or effere patricians
whose notions of good architecture pay no
attention to ordinary people's customary
vernacular and daily life needs. W'e also
have the horrible precedent of urban
renewal that not only disrupted the lives of
millions of poor people but also, in an
earlier example of "design control,"
created aesthetic mayhem throughout
urban America.

There is also the problem of legislat-
ing a stultifying uniformity within and
across places, merely reflecting trendy
design motifs of the da5 including
celebrations of variously recalled old world
traditions. Just as likely, design conrrols
can be attuned to the wide variability of
cultures that make up the United States
and thus provide a physical means for
respecting diversity. These are problems of
politics and morality to be worked out in
discussion and even struggle. My essential
point about design control is that it likely
does not harm the housing standard of any
social group and that it can be organized
in such a way that it respects (or even
encourages) design diversity and protects
indigenous cultures.
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can be done with the land will most likely
have the effect of lowering its value and
thus preserving the neighborhood for the
somewhat less well to do.

Some design restricrions mal require
higher grade materials, more complicated
siting arrangements, or otherwise establish
criteria requiring the use of professional
designers in drafting a building scheme.
These are real costs but the question again
is how significant are they and who really
ends up paying them?

Especially in the coastal California
context, the costs are not terribly signifi-
cant. Studies I have seen on the total costs
attributable to all environmental restric-
tions amount to between one and seven
per cent of construction expense. Requir-
ing an architect of all applicants may add
perhaps another five per cenr ro develop-
ment costs (a ten per cent fee minus the
five per cent that would likely have to be
paid a draftsman). This does not consider
the losses to the client in faulty design and
lower resale value resulting from less

skilled work. The magnitude of extra
costs due to intense design control thus
might be placed at a maximum exrra ten
per cent of construction expense - with
policies now in place falling far short of
such a figure.

But this is not ten percenr of project
cost, because land value now approaches
two-thirds of housing expense. The ten
per cent shrinks to about three per cent
when considering land - not significant in
terms of the differences among the
country's housing markets and especially
unlikely to affect the cost of poor people's
housing, since design restrictions tend to
be least at the market's lower end. Further,
there is still the possibility that even these
extra costs are passed backward to the
land owner and not forward to the
consumer. As with land-use restricrions
design control likely has little if any overall
price effect.

There are, however, issues that have
little to do with price that help or hinder
lives, whether rich people's lives or those



Landscape: Design Review
at the Sea Ranch

Donlyn Lyndon, FAIA

It matters a great deal whether design
review begins in hope or in fear; whether
the aim is to achieve or to avoid. Design
review that is conceived only as protection
against alien impulse is ultimately doomed
to disintegration.

Design Review at the Sea Ranch was
intended as a means of guiding all owners
toward a common objective: the develop-
ment of a place where buildings and
landscape would form a structure that
would be uniquely suited to the climate,
topography and scenic qualities of this
beautiful 10 mile stretch of Northern
California coast. Oceanic Properties, the
developers of the site, invested in a vision
for the place. The plan Larry Halprin
prepared located development sites in the
forested hills and along the edges of
meadows. They ran down toward the sea

in fingers structured by the majestic

Eorly plon by Lowrence Holprin for plocement o{
houses, ond preservotion of londscopes ond views,
From lhe Seo Ronch: Prxess lor the Future (I 985).

cypress wind rows that earlier ranchers
had planted, supplemented by new thickets
of trees. This larger landscape structure
would dominate the place; buildings would
work within it, shaping places for people

to use and helping to give character to the
whole. The intention of the original
buildings at the Sea Ranch (the Sea Ranch
Store, a cluster of houses by Esherick and
the condominiums by MLT'!7) was to
show how this could work.

The masterful houses by Esherick set a

standard that has, alas, neither been

matched by subsequent development nor,
apparently, understood. The houses are

set along the north side of a windrow, their
roofs all sloping up from an edge low on
the meadow. They sweep the prevalent
north west winds above board-fenced, sun-
catching gardens on the south. Most were
roofed in shingles, some in sod, all walls
were clad in shingles. The materials
weather and have textures and colors
compatible with their surroundings. The

houses back
river
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open
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Eorly houses designed by Joseph Esherick, FAIA. Photo by Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Dovis.

roof slopes vary subtly but all move up
from the meadow toward the windrow
and the sun in a manner that is not
mechanical but subtly adjusted to the
specifics of the site.

In the condominiums, 10 units are
grouped around a wind-protected court,
most under a simple large roof plane that
slopes up with the land from the cliff's
edge toward the hills. It is broken at the
top by two units of contrasting slopes and
a small tower. The forms are developed to
be big in the land, like barns, yer have
visibly identifiable spaces that humans
occupy. Here, as in the Esherick houses,
windows and bays elaborate the simple
volumes in patterns that derive from sun,
air and view, not from decorative
geometries.

The vision used the interplay of
buildings with each other, with the natural
forces of the site and with the landscape to
create distinctive places that could be
shared by all.

The Design Committee was charged
with ensuring that subsequent develop-
ment be "compatible with the Sea Ranch."
A set of constraints were incorporated in
the CC & R's and a limited set of Design
Committee Rules were established. Most
of these were derived from the character of
the site and experience with the original
buildings. Generally they intended to
eliminate assertive distractions - to keep
the eye on the larger landscape. Perhaps
the most importanr was a requirement to
screen all parked cars, not to pretend that
cars don't exist, but to keep their insistent
glitter from dominating the landscape.
Reflective materials were foresworn for the
same reason, sometimes resulting in subtle,
but important distinctions. Glass obvi-
ously reflects and at a certain angle casts
glare in the eye; bubble skylights with their
complex curves cast sparkling reflections
at all times. The former is necessary and
acceptable, the latter, in exposed locations,
are not.
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Many other rules were established.
Rules had to do with concern for looking
down on the roofs of other houses. (No
more than 33"/" of a roof can be flat, tar
and gravel should be covered with duck
boards to shield glare.) Rules had to do
with the sense of a general ensemble.
(Naturally weathering surfaces became the
norm, though a range of tones and stains
was explicitly allowed.) Rules stressed

keeping the big picture in mind by empha-
sizing building volumes and diminishing
"fussiness." (No external decorative
devices that twirl and glitter, generally no
continuous overhangs that fracture the
building into roof planes and walls with
deep shadows and variable weathering
siding that laps over foundations to reach
to within 6" of the ground.)

The designation, some years back, of
a dominant roof slope for every lot in the
meadows was potentially one of the
strongest tools for bringing coherence to
the efforts of individual owners. The
direction of slope was designated for
groupings of houses, usually related either
to the wind, the sun or significant land-
scape elements. The highly successful
original grouping of Esherick houses with
commonly oriented shed roofs was
obviously the model. Given the simultane-
ous presence of height limits, the desig-
nated roof slope tended also to determine

orientation, so that groups of houses

would have a common relation to the land.
Over time, architects and builders

began to view these various rules as items
to be checked - a means to gain approval
by the Design Committee, not a means to
reach a shared obiective. (The Committee,
for instance, under pressure to simplify its
requirements, was moved to adopt a rule
thar. 517" of the roof slope qualified as

"dominant" - irrespective, apparently, of
its actual visual or climatic effect.) This led
first to the construction of several houses

that paid little attention to the sun, the
wind, the land and each other, but tidily
followed the rules. These in turn led to
much fuss about monotony, and the mis-
guided assumption that what was missing
was variety. What was missing was an

imaginative commitment to the larger
landscape. There was an ur-rwillingness
and/or inability to make decisions that
contribute to a larger whole.

The Design Committee, which bears

responsibility for approving all designs at
the Sea Ranch, has changed over time. The
initial review group, which was party to
the early development of the place, was
replaced by a group of local architects.
They were replaced some years ago by a

group of "outside" professionals, most of
whom have had long-term connections
with Sea Ranch, but are not currently con-
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How houses such os Esherick's hedgerow houses ioin noturol forces such os wind ond sunlight ond lond forms for
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ducting a significant volume of practice
there. The Design Committee in each of irs
incarnations has been the targer of heavy
local criticism usually across the spectrum
of possible complaints (too in-bred, too
remoter too lenienr, too repressive, too
arbitrary, too bureaucratic, etc. )

Much of rhe criticism is fostered by
members of the local real estate and
development communiry. They would
prefer to reap the benefits of previous
planning and the repurarion that Sea

Ranch has earned, without any hindrance
to their own ability to turn a quick,
untrammeled profit. It is in their short
term interest to undermine design review-
to tell potential buyers that they can do
whatever they want, no problem. Criticism
from the other side comes mostly from
long-term Sea Ranchers, people who
invested in the place early and care deeply
about what the place will become. They
often fail to recognize that their image of
it is based on 25'/o build-out, trees rhat do
not grow and land planning that was both
more spacious and more suitable than the
later, smaller lot plotring prepared
by Oceanic at the north end of the
development.

By far the most destructive element in
the present mix, however, is the ubiquitous
inflation of sizes. As the price of land
increases, it is viewed more as an invest-
ment and conventional real estate wisdom
demands that the houses be bigger,
irrespective of need. Floor plans become
fatter yet are constrained by the limited
heights imposed by CC & R's, and their
forms tend to become incoherent. As they
are placed on smaller lots they begin to
seek the standard setback lines. Streets are
transmuted effortlessly into suburbia.

In an attempt to recover some of the
original spirit of the enterprise, a group of
designers (including Halprin, Moore,
Turnbull and Esherick) were brought back
to the Sea Ranch for a conclave. They
subsequently issued a reporr conraining
suggestions for siting, materials use and
landscaping. Most of rhem were reaffirma-

tions of the original approach, with some
adjustments to accommodate the new
conditions of closer packing. Most
importantly, they called for the develop-
ment of neighborhood plans - three
dimensional landscape and building plans,
giving positive direction to the develop-
ment of groupings of houses - that could

::[r:,r* 
definite design goals for specific

For a variety of reasons, some
political. some budgerary. some circum-
stantial, it hasn't yet happened, though a
Planning Committee has now been
formed . Meanwhile, the Design Commit-
tee, which urgently endorsed the recom-
mendation, has been left to struggle on,
case by case, with an increasing work load
as development accelerates. Several times
over the last few years they have requested
funding to prepare exhibits and documents
that would clarify objectives and, presuma-
bln generate widespread understanding
and better proposals. These have been
standardly endorsed by the Sea Ranch
Association Board of Directors, then not
funded. The attenrion of the Association
Board has been more resolutely focused on
avoiding litigation from disgruntled
seekers of Design Committee approval.

In sum, the prospects are not great,
but there is hope. There is an increasingly
active and vocal resident group rhat is
concerned for the future of the Sea Ranch.
The Design Committee is composed of
very able and committed professionals.
Volumetric planning for the landscape and
its buildings in specific locations may yet
happen. Perhaps, as building cosrs escalate,
even speculators will consider that less
bulk is more appealing.

Finally, maybe the builders and
architects at the Sea Ranch (and elsewhere)
will stop fuming abour consrraints and
inhibitions, starr imagining a larger picture
and work toward building a better place.
The "bottom line" on conducting design
review is that you can only work with
what's brought to the table. No amount of
review will bring a cadaver to life.
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Update: Design Guidelines in
Santa Barhara and Montecito

Susette H.H.C. llaylor, AIA

Like the infamous instruction booklet that
comes with every pile of parts, design

guidelines try to lead the hapless consumer
to a final product. Varying in clarity,
complexity and format, they all have the

same problem to solve - how to reduce an

ideal vision into a set of rules. The associ-

ated questions involved are no less tricky.
These questions include (1) what is the

ideal vision? (2) what are the essential

elements and relationships of architecture
that affect this vision? (3) what level of
specificity begins to be prescriptive? (4)

who will be the final iudge of compliance?

Recently, events in Santa Barbara and

Montecito have given an immediacy to
these questions. They have forced a

reevaluation of existing design guidelines

and their underlying premise -the assump-

tion that the concept of public welfare is

inclusive of aesthetic values and that they
therefore can be regulated in the interest of
the common good. In exploring the

questions above, the citizens of Santa

Barbara and Montecito may be moving
toward a better understanding of the

relationship between aesthetic values and

community.
In March of this year, the Santa

Barbara City Council forwarded an

ordinance (nicknamed the "Big House"
ordinance) to the Planning Commission for
a public hearing. The ordinance would
extend the authority of the Architectural
Board of Review in an effort by its
sponsors to stem gentrification and the

resultant change in neighborhood charac-

ter. Presently, commercial construction,
house moving, and residential construction
on grades more than 20"/" are subiect to
design review. Any historically significant
structure and all buildings within the El

Pueblo Vieio and Brinkerhoff Avenue

districts are subiect to review by the

Landmarks Committee. The new ordi-
nance proposes to extend the scope of
critical review to include residential con-

struction of remodeling proiects exceeding

500 s.f., second-storey addirions, and

projects larger than 4,000 s.f.

Concurrently the Architectural
Review Committee of the Montecito
Association has reverted to a refined and

more explicit version of their original
design guidelines. After months of
attempting to develop numerical guidelines
limiting the maximum floor area relative
to lot size, the Architectural Review

Committee abandoned that tack and

chose to emphasize "neighborhood
compatibility."

Common to both conflicts is the focus

on a building's relative size and scale. The
invasive nature of recent construction
prompted enough concern among private

citizens and public officials to catalyze

them into action. In Santa Barbara, city
planners, planning commission members,

and Architectural Board of Review
members have become alarmed by the

startling rate of second-storey additions
and "tear-downs." In Montecito, a recent

subdivision called Las Entradas is often
cited as an example of houses that are
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perceived as incongruously large and
visually prominent. That consensus
triggered the reevaluation of Architectural
Review Committee guidelines.

Los Enfodos, Montecito subdivision. Phob by
M. Win{ord.

These buildings are rhe roo tangible
symbols of growth. They are the rarget of
leftover ire remaining from bitter debates
about the appropriate level and proper
channeling of growth. In preparing the
1,977 General Plan, Montecito residenrs
recommended a 1%, annual growrh limir.
From 1984 ro 1989 the estimated popula-
tion rose 15Yo from 9,727 to 11,013. In
April 1989, the Board of Supervisors
enacted a 17o interim growth ordinance
and funded a General Plan revision to be
ready by 1991 . ln a community of 13
square miles but only one traffic light, 14
neighborhood associarions have formed to
defend the starus quo. Last year, during a

General Plan update process, Sanra
Barbarans expressed strong sentiments for
slow growth, and passed Measure E,
which limited commercial growrh to
3,000,000 s.f. over 20 years. In this
climate, it was inevitable that the design
review boards would receive close
attention.

Up to noq previous review board
members have undergone little more than
the tedium of long hours and rhe occa-
sional angry ourburst of the disgruntled
applicant. The current crew finds itself in
the middle of a controversy and is trying to
find the correct balance between individual
freedom and community responsibility.

Locating the fulcrum berween private
property righrs and community concerns
requires an intimate understanding of the
design guidelines and their conceptual
basis.

The key concepr of both boards'
guidelines is neighborhood compatibility.
The underlying intent is the preservation
and maintenance of an idealized concept of
the existing physical fabric. In Santa
Barbara two key historic images anchor
that ideal - the continued pretense that
Santa Barbara remains a colony of the
Spanish Crown, and the determination to
retain the character of a small town with
all its implied values. One reinforces rhe
other because the dominant theme is
inspired by the vernacular buildings and
gardens of Spain, and to a lesser degree,
Mexico.

Poseo Nuevo & Stote Sheet, Sonto Borboro. Photo by
M. Winford.

In Montecito, the ideal is that of a

secluded, elite enclave, where the aristo-
cratic aura and genteel eccentricities of old
money discreetly hide from public view
behind lush, landscaped estates. The
application of design control in an
ordinance limiting the height of buildings
to 4 stories and design review, has resulted
in the retention of a small town atmos-
phere and a general visual coherence. The
expression of the myth of Santa Barbara's
colonial past provides a theatrical back-
drop when the annual Spanish Days Fiesta
parade wends its way up State Street. Both
the town and the Fiesta sport stylistic
trappings that have mutated over the years
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into a hodgepodge of Spanish/Mexican/
Cisco Kid derivations. This porridge is the

soporific result of decades of real and
spurious flirtations with the Spanish
Colonial/Mediterranean Tradition. A range
of faqades testifies more often to reduction
and dilution than to rational simplification
and innovation. A building can be

tortured to conform to design rules that
require something akin to pseudomor-
phism to be plaster, red-tile-roofed and
vaguely Hispanic.

While attention is on the picturesque
iron grille, there are paseos that begin at
the street only to cannonball their way to a

parking lot. Fagades feature gaping maws
that inhale automobiles while two
charming stories of arches and rosette
windows sit above. Unfortunately the
characrer of design review is more negative
than positive, and cannot guarantee or
generate good design, but can only lift the
bottom line to an acceptable mediocrity.
While there are many examples of fine
work done over the decades, there are

those that unfortunately border on kitsch.
The overall uniformity in the El Pueblo
Viejo District is usually ersatz. Too few
architects heeded the advice of the
Landmarks Committee guidelines to "walk
through central Santa Barbara, observe the

designs of the buildings, their details and
their relationship with one another."
Instead too many buildings are blurry
second or third generation copies whose
architects have settled for decorative recall
instead of their own exegesis.

This kind of attempt at harmony is
like an "eye rhyme," where the words
appear to have identical vowel sounds
because of their similar spelling (e.g.,

bough, tough) but when tested aloud,
disprove the eye. In addition, this illusion
of harmony reduces the visual power of
existing landmarks. The stated purpose of
the El Pueblo Viejo District is to "preserve
and enhance the unique heritage and
architectural character of the central area

of the city that developed around the
Royal Presidio . . .." This enhancement is

to be achieved by conformation to the
Hispanic style. It is not difficult to
contend that the gradual transformation of
ensemble buildings into pallid imitations of
a true landmark does little to heighten or
intensify its unique character. In this case,

the sincerest form of flattery causes

attrition of interest. A landmark building
needs neighbors that reflect actual urban
history and provide the physical scale and

timeline of the place to which it belongs.

Censoring this history is a disservice to
both the landmark and its neighbors. The

shadows of the Landmark Districts fall iust
beyond their edges. Buildings in close
proximity are reviewed "with special
consideration to that district's guidelines."
This stylistic blurring at the edge of the
Landmarks Districts is insidious. It gives

credence to the legacy of continuing
Spanish colonialism, at least stylistically,
with the review board acting as its

executor.
In contrast, the stance in Montecito

has always been one of stylistic laissez-

faire, as long as the design is consistent
with the "high standards and excellence of
existing Montecito styles." This acceptance
is buffered by the all-important require-
ment that "every effort shall be made to
convey (from the public roads) a sense of
trees and other vegetation that seem

natural and rural. All buildings and walls
are either to be completely hidden or only
partially revealed within this semi-rural
environment." This continuation of
picturesque eclecticism has succeeded up to
now. The visual illusion maintained by the

required privacy layer of dense green has

preserved the myth of exclusivity.
By its relatively immodest nakedness,

new construction in Montectto attempts to
redefine this exclusivity. Ostentation i la
Gatsby, rather than the romantic ideal of
Andrew Jackson Downing, is the statement
being made. The translation of Corbusier's
"la r6ve i deux millions" to "the two
million dollar dream." The popular
perception in Montecito is that much
recent building is speculative. The mouse
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Typicol sheet, Montecito. Phoro by M. Winford.

these traps are set to catch is not the
indigenous sophisricated one, but its city
cousins from further south.

The voices against growrh complain
not only of increased density and its drain
on lagging public services, but also of the
differences in the new immigrants. The
ease of absorption and level of welcome is
affected not only by the quantity and rate
of influx, bur by perceived cultural
disparities. Las Entradas has reached a
critical level of discomfort with its too
visible. too large residences sprouting roo
quickly. While there are existing homes
larger than the new 8,000 s.f. residence by
Morphosis, for example, they are on
larger lots and have exrensive landscaping.

These homes were approved by the
Architectural Review Committee. Accord-
ingln many have reached the conclusion
that the guidelines are not working since
they got what they asked for, but not what
they wanted. The same input will reach
the Montecito General Plan Advisory
Committee, that will advise the County
Board of Supervisors on zoning and land
use to the year 2010. The less bureaucratic

Monrecito Association with its Architec-
tural Review Committee is defending itself
by immediate reforms.

In response the guidelines have been
revised to emphasize "neighborhood
compatibiliry." A neighbor is primarily
defined as a property that the proposed
project visually impacts. This applies either
in relation to its proximity along rhe same
"small lane" or "thoroughfare" or, if the
project is on a hillside, "enjoy the view
shed." "Compatibility" is defined solely
by a list of factors that will be addressed
during review (such as roof line and scale).
One imagines that neighbors, invired to the
conceptual review, will have rather definite
criteria leaning toward comparibiliry as
similarity.

There are obvious problems with the
new guidelines and the proposed "Big
House" ordinance. Ideally, the guidelines
themselves could be the product of a
reevaluation of rhe existing community
(both real and ideal), and represenr an
agreement on the course to be charted
toward a desirable future, with the proviso
that passing time would require the
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reiteration of the process. This would
clarify the character of existing neighbor-
hoods and their relation to the whole.

Even so, guidelines must still be inter-
preted, and design review boards them-
selves should be reevaluated. The current
process of selecting and sustaining
members is open to several reaI and
potential problems that reduce the
probability that the best possible candi-
dates are sitting in judgement and inter-
preting the concept of "compatibility."
The amount of time required for the
volunteer board member makes it prohibi-
tive for many to consider the role, narrow-
ing the pool from which to recruit
representative citizens. Once selected, the
volunteer is offered little in the way of
orientation and training in a role that
demands tact, skill and accountability.

Notwithstanding those problems, this
emphasis on neighborhood is a step in the

right direction. Many areas of Santa

Barbara and Montecito might not qualify
as neighborhoods according to a definition
that includes "the people living near one

another" and "a section lived in by
neighbors and usually having distinguish-
ing characteristics." The potential for the
Architectural Board of Review and the
Architectural Review Committee to
identify existing and emerging neighbor-
hoods and to reinforce their distinguishing
characteristics is powerful and important,
particularly during this time of reassess-

ment.
The emergence of the neighborhood

provides that useful mid-level unit between
the private citizen and the full-blown,
unwieldy community. It is a unit of
physical scale, of social interaction, of
consensual politics and, sometimes of
shared values that is digestible, compre-
hensible and manageable. It revives
aspects of pre-industrial, small-town
America by offering rhe citizens an easier
passage from private to public, from
individual to social norm, that an idealist
places at the heart of moral order.

Establishing and sustaining a neigh-

borhood character through design review
and the input of the people who live there
will finally achieve consensus about a

public order, and the inhabitant's place in
it. It does so at a level of design intimate
enough to be manageable.
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The San Francisco "Beauty Contest"

Diona Ketchant

When San Francisco approved its far-
reaching zoning ordinance, the Downtown
Plan. in 1985. it became unique among
American cities for the determination wirh
which it was pursuing a well defined
vision of its future. San Francisco had
made an ambiguous choice to preserve its
traditional character by means of strict
controls. In addition to being the first
American city to fix a yearly square foot
maximum on office growth, San Francisco
called for limits on the height, bulk and
location of large buildings, designated
several hundred structures for preserva-
tion, and required developers' contribu-
trons to public open space. transir,
housing, and child care. Other provisions
of the Plan discouraged crearion of shad-
ows, winds, and the blocking of views.

In the realm of design, the Pian's
guidelines for downtown office buildings
were specific, encouraging street level
decoration, protruding cornices, setbacks,
tapered tops, and the use of light colors
and certain materials (i.e. textured ma-
sonry but not reflecting or dark-tinted
glass). It is widely believed that city offi-
cials had taken a stand in the style wars of
the 1970s and 1980s, coming our in favor
of "postmodern" historicism and against
the International Style.

Y/hether it was viewed as a coura-
geous and farsighted instrumenr of public
good or a wrongheaded attack on growth
("specific" or "restrictive," in the rhetoric
of the opposing sides of the growth de-
bate), the San Francisco Downtown Plan
was recognized as an aggressive step by a

city government determined to end laissez-
faire development. San Francisco has

become the laboratory experiment to
which cities worldwide refer as they
consider how to deal with development
pressures.

After five years, the most controver-
sial results of the Downtown Plan is the so

called "beauty contest," the process by
which large office buildings (over 50,000
square feet) are reviewed by the Depart-
ment of City Planning for recommendarion
to the City Planning Commission, which
grants approval to build.

299 Second Street, Heller & Leoke Architects.
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Since 1985 there have been four com-
plete rounds of the "beauty contest" (offi-
cially the Office Development Limitation
Program), producing nine "winners" and

ten "losers" (three of the losers have since

been granted approval). Three winners are

now under construction in the Financial
District and scheduled for completion by
the end of 1,990: Skidmore, Owings and

Merrill's 235 Pine for London Edinbor-
ough; Kohn Pedersen Fox's 600 California
for Federal Home Loan; and Johnson/
Burgee's 343 Sansome for Gerald Hines.

This means that as of this writing, there

are no finished examples of office build-
ings approved in the "beauty contest."

The "beauty contest" is the outgrowth
of two of the most radical aspects of the

Downtown Plan, the design guidelines and

the cap on office development. As the

Planning Department staff is quick to
point out, the yearly ceiling on office
growth (the current allotment is 475,000
square feet per year) was not part of the

Plan they originally drafted. A cap of
950,000 square feet a year for three years

was inserted into the Plan at the eleventh

hour to insure its passage by the San

Francisco Board of Supervisors in Septem-

ber 1985. A year later, in November 1986,
that figure was but in half, to 475,000 by
the voter initiative, Proposition M, which
also made the cap permanent.

During the years of debate over
Proposition M and its predecessor,

Proposition O, which nearly passed in
1,979,it was frequently remarked that
1,000,000 square feet was the size of the

average office tower going up in Manhat-
tan, meaning that the city was thinking of
allowing one new office building a year,

and that a small one.
Who would get to build the one tower

a year? And who would make the

decision? The Plan had been passed by the

Board of Supervisors with the support of
then Mayor Dianne Feinstein, the City
Planning Commission, and the Director of
Planning, Dean L. Macris, who says he

personally "edited every line" of the

document. But after the cap was added,

city officials understandably hesitated to
saddle Macris and the Commission with
total authority for selecting the "one office
building a year". Anticipating a fierce and

highly-publicized competition for the

allotment of office space, what public
official of sane mind would want sole

responsibility for the decision?
The Commission created an Architec-

tural Review Panel of academics and

critics, whose job according to their 1985-
86 report, was "not to consider questions

of compliance with the design or planning
requirements," but to give "professionaI
advice considering the architectural merit
of the projects." Despite the persuasive

rationale for such a review process and the

addition of a distinguished group of
outside experts, the San Francisco "beauty
contest" did not get off to a good start. It's
rocky beginnings were a reminder of the

chief argument of those who had opposed

the office growth cap from the start; i.e.,

that no city had imposed such a limit
because no one could figure how to
implement it. In any case, a contest where

there are more losers than winners is not
likely to be popular. And such was the

case in San Francisco.
The first year of the contest, 1985-86,

all four entrants were denied approval. All
had been designed by San Francisco

architects: Jeffrey Heller for Heller and

Leake; Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz and Steve

O'Brian for Skidmore, Owings and

Merrill. "There was panic in this town,"
said Jeffrey He[er, a frequent commenta-
tor on the Plan, describing the reaction to
the first "contest." "The word went out
that local offices didn't have a chance,

that all the clients were going to hire big
international firms."

Such anxieties on the part of San

Francisco offices were confirmed the next
year,1986-87, when the city approved the

first new office buildings under the Plan

and out-of-towners Johnson/Burgee (343

Sansome) and Kohn/Pedersen/Fox (600

California) were granted two of the first
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approvals. However, the third went ro the
local Skidmore office for the 23-5 Pine
project that had been denied the year
before. The next year, Heller's revised
design for 4524 Howard was approved,
along with a Gensler project at 222
Second for Chevron. The following year
Skidmore's PacTel at 150 California was
approved, having lost the year before.

Disgruntled losers were not the only
critics of the early years of the "beaury
contest." The fact thar no projecrs were
approved in 1985-86 provoked a reporr
from San Francisco Planning and Urban
Research Association (SPUR) calling for
the reform of the review process. From
many quarters came complaints that
design had been given roo much consid-
eration, on the assumption that approvals
had been withheld because none of the
buildings were judged good enough
architecturally.

The fact that the commenrs of rhe
Architecture Review Panel were public
gave ammunirion to the critics of the Plan.
Director of Planning, Dean Macris, allows
that the first round of the "beauty conresr"
was not a public relations success. "!7hen
you have a competition that produces
nothing but losers there is going to be
frustration," he said.

According to Macris, architectural
merit was not the determining factor in the
denial of approvals in 1985-86, it was
"need." Macris defends rhe Commission's
determination that "San Francisco didn't
need another office building that year. We
were at the end of an office building boom
and the vacancy rate was at 18 per cent."
Projects have begun to be approved as
need has increased, Macris explains, that
is, as the vacancy rate has fallen to around
12 percent.

In much of the reaction ro rhe "beauty
contest," what is stated as concern over
the fair implementation of design criteria is
in fact disagreement with the space cap.
Other strains in the outcry against the
"beauty contest" are likewise intertwined
with the fundamental arguments between

the free marketeers and the proponents of
limits on growrh. The considerable cost to
developers presented by the expense, delay,
and riskiness of San Francisco review
process is admitted by all players in the
game. The Planning Department fee for
entering a project in the allotment program
is $15,000. The Department offered no
estimate of the total cost of an average
project's passage through the process, but
Heller placed it at "at least a half a

million."
Suggestions that the review has a dis-

couraging effect on developers draw little
sympathy from the many San Franciscans
who believe in limiting growth. "Tough
luck," was the response of slow-growth
activist and lawyer Sue Hestor. "They are

:

235 Pine Street, SOM. Photo by Gerry Rotto.
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still lining up to get their projects ap-

proved," she said. "lf developers feels

discouraged, they can take their buildings
to Houston."

"I don't see much evidence that the

city suffered," Macris said, when reminded
that some projects have waited two or
three years for approval. The Planning
Department answers complaints about
their contribution to an "anti-develop-
ment" image for the city by pointing to the

vacancy rate (still above 10 percent) and

the fact that projects continue to be

entered in the "beauty contest." (There

were five under consideration in 1990,
including a San Francisco Redevelopment
Agency (SFRA) project, for a total of
1.,617,200 square feet.)

But even for proponents of controls,
there remains the issue of fairness. Is the

review process fair to the property owners,
developers, and architects who compete

against each other for each years allot-
ment? From the beginning there has been

dissatisfaction with the built-in exemptions
to the process: large hotels and Redevelop-

ment Agency projects. The latter are given

automatic priority for the year's allotment.
If I.M. Pei's SFRA proiect at Third and

Mission was approved next year, for
example, its 459,000 square feet would
have to come out of that year's 475,000
square foot allotment.

There has also been muttering about
favoritism toward important clients, such

as PacTel and Chevron, which were

approved the first time around. (In that
vein, it should be mentioned that another
San Francisco giant. Transamerica. was

not recommended this year.) However,
when pressed, none of the "losers"
interviewed said that their proiect had

been treated unfairly in relation to other
candidates that year. Jeffrey Heller, who
had three projects reiected the first year,

said that after five years of feeling iniured,
he now saw that the advantage might be

on his side.
"Ar the beginning we were sensitive to

the loss of prestige attached to being

denied approval. No matter what the

reasons are, it is discouraging to prospec-

tive clients if you are labeled a loser. Since

we have won approvals we are getting a

reputation as a firm that can survive the

process. Now I can imagine the opposite
trend, in which a few local offices get all
the work because they are seen as experi-
enced. "

Macris registered similar uncertainty
about how the process would ultimately
influence who could play the office devel-

opment game in San Francisco. "The
process is expensive enough that only big
developers can do it well," he said. "That
may be unfair, but it's the way it is. By the

same reasoning, we thought that it might
require international architects, squeezing

out the smaller firms. But now enough of
the locals have succeeded that there is the

opposite concern: the getting locked in to
a few offices."

On a philosophical level, there is the

matter of whether a selection process that
relies on aesthetic judgements is inherently
unfair. This question has been raised by

former SPUR spokesman, Michael McGill.
"It used to be that if a project met the

zoning requirements it could get built," he

said. "Now it can pass all the require-
ments and still not be built - not if the

Commission doesn't think it's a great work
of art."

"The Downtown Plan assumes that a

building is innocent until proven guilty,"
McGill said. "Now, after Prop M, it's
assumed that a building is guilty until
proven innocent." This point of view is

often expressed by those who obiect to the

complexity of the review criteria, favoring
a more mechanical means of selection such

as first-come, first-served. (It is joked that
a lottery might be the best solution.)

Challenges to the fairness of the

selection process have their root in the

argument over rights. Whose rights take
precedence, those of the property owners
and their architects or those of the citizens

affected by what they build? While
defenders of private property complain
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about the loss of "the right to build,"
Macris' position is: "At this scale, rhere is
no such thing as a right to build. Big office
buildings are private, bur on this scale,
they are also part of the public realm." In
this vein, Macris argues for the validity of
design criteria: "lf there is only the space
allotment to build one building, why
shouldn't San Franciscans get the best
building?"

But whose definition of the best?
Skidmore's Larry Doane speculated thar
the effect of the process would be to "cur
off the spectrum of design at the top and
raise it from the bottom. The citv probably
saves itself from the very worsr. Some
mediocre designs have improved as a result

of the "beauty conrest." But the city won't
get the very best. If you had an idea that
went beyond the regulations the city just
wouldn't know how to deal with it."

Critics of the "beauty contest" have
charged that it is biased in favor of a
particular style, condoning "postmodern"
ornament and articulation of form, while
discouraging vesriges of the International
Style, notably the flat top. This is rhe
opinion Hestor expressed when she
complained that "all rhe new downtown
buildings have to have spindles on rop and
notches on the corners."

Hestor is not the only one to wonder
if San Francisco does not already have too
many faceted, fancy-topped towers. A
boom in decorated buildings during the
1980s has generated fear of rhe downtown
becoming a postmodern Disneyland.
Johnson/Burgee's 480 California (with it's
Mansard roof topped by statuary) and
SOM's 222 Kearny (with it's rounded
corner quoring Carson Pirie Scott) predate
the "beauty contest," of course. But they
underscore the fact that the city has
changed since the Plan was formulated in
the early 1980s and that it's historic
emphasis may have become out of date.

A related complaint is that by making
the design review for office buildings city-
wide, Proposition M (the CAP) extended
the criteria tailored for the downtown to
other city neighborhoods where they may
not be appropriate. [n particular, it is
argued that the formal 1930s skyscraper
style proposed for the Financial District, in
keeping with the spirit of the Shell and
Russ Buildings, has been imposed as the
stylistic model for the industrial area sourh
of Market, whose history, climate, and
street pattern are quite different.

There is no question that the Down-
town Plan, a document created in the
heated aftermath of Modernism's fall from
grace, reflects the intellectual atmosphere
of the early 1980s, when the concept of
"contextualism" was being popularized
and the virtues of the premodern commer-
cial buildings were being rediscovered.
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Like all such documents, it is vulnerable to
the ironies of history. In this case, the
pendulum of informed San Francisco taste
is swinging away from historicism, leaving
some of the Plan's embattled pronounce-
ments sounding dated.

Macris dismisses the charges that the

Plan is an instrument of stylistic tyranny,
explaining that many such design features

are promoted for "planning reasons not
stylistic ones. Tapered tops are desirable

because they allow for sunlight and views

of the skn" he said, "Not merely as

references to a historical style. I don't
favor maintaining the street wall because I
want to attack the tower in the park, but
because it's better for pedestrians." Macris
reminds us that the flat top of the Interna-
tional Style was encouraged by planners
who enforced uniform height limits.

Despite it's specificitn the Plan does

not read like a document that must
necessarily lock San Francisco into stylistic
monotony. It has enough flexibility in it to
allow a jury to pass a brilliant unconven-
tional design, assuming any developer
wants to risk submitting one. It's recom-

mendations are qualified and prefaced by
the overall goal of "a careful assessment of
each building site, relating a potential new
structure to the size and texture of its
surroundings." ln practice so far,

the"beauty contest" has succeeded in
harmonizing the scale and spirit of the new
office towers. The majority of the designs
would be described as in the "figurative,"
mode, faceted with "spindle" tops, clad
with light-colored stone or masonry. More
of the same, in other words. But there is at
least on exception, the curtain walled, flat-
topped 160 California, which Macris
points to proudly as proof that "We aren't
going to block an International Style

building." The more flamboyantly
historicist designs that Heller entered in
the first "beauty contest," including a

"Gothic" tower, have been redesigned in a

more sober idiom.

I0l Second Sheel, SOM. Rendering byMichoel
Sechmon.

What will be the ultimate effect on the

quality of San Francisco's architecture?
'With no buildings up yet, it would be rash

to say. There is some respectable work
coming through the process, most of it in
the pre-Plan downtown idiom, with no

embarrassments and no stunning surprises.
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Style, Quality and Place:
Four Towns in the SantaYrtezValley

Sam Hurst, FAIA

In the rolling hills and watered valley of
the Santa Ynez two substantial issues
occupy the public mind, beyond horses,
water, wildflowers and the onslaught of
refugees from Los Angeles. Nowhere in
the state are the oak-studded California
landscapes so well defined and contained
by the mountains on the north and south
and the rhythms of sunrise and sunset on
the east and wesr. Ranching and cropping
are rapidly giving way to the horse farms
and ranchertes of those who, having made
it in the city, can secure it in the country
amidst vineyards, apple orchards and
alfalfa fields edged by white fences. They
bring with them the wealth and inflated
values of the city and the almost paranoid
concerns for security and comfort. A part
of that has to do with the self-conscious
style and the conspicuous waste of watered
lawns, electric gates, concrete driveways
and lamp posts off Rodeo Drive. The
developers' quick response in pseudo
Spanish Mission houses is everywhere to
be seen.

The issues of growth and style have
been joined. Public policy mandares seek
to restrain and direct growth and to
sanction design style by ordinance and the
interpretations of advisory Boards of
Architectural Review. They raise the
fundamental questions of the politics of
design control and the efficacn legality and
wisdom of aesthetic judgements rendered
in the public interest. !7hile public
building regulations have traditionally
rested upon definitions of public health
and safetn court rulings since the 1920s

have opened the way for aesthetic stan-
dards to enjoy the force of law with
presumprion that legitimate criteria for
such standards exist and can be interpreted
by fair minded boards of local citizens.
Architecrs do and should quesrion rhose
presumptions and the growing tendency
to elevate style to the level of quality
as a measure of the good community
environment.

Amos Rapoport in House, Form and
Cubure has argued that it is the perceived
"vision that people have of the ideal life"
that finally decides the form of their
dwellings. He identifies that vision as a
socio-cultural force, more powerful in
traditional cultures rhan the force of
physical determinants such as climate, site,
and technology. While houses represenr
personal property and privilege that image
translates directly into the public architec-
ture which defines the built environment of
towns and cities.

In addressing the San Francisco Con-
vention of the AIA in 1.986 Jack Hartray
of Chicago correctly observed that we live
in a time when many people are more
concerned with life style than with living.
His speculation recognizes a common
temper of the times. Life style can be
quickly, easily and often cheaply acquired,
off-the-shelf so to speak and then aban-
doned at will like tail fins on autos, short
skirts on women and long beards on men.
It represents short term commitment and
lends itself readily to merchandising. A
host of popular magazines and sales pieces,
including architectural journals, seek to
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mould our images, to shape our vision of
the good life in the interest of selling.

They invoke our yearning for nostalgic
pasts which we never knew and romantic
futures we may never know. Advertising
drives toward the goal of more consump-
tion, higher expectations and greater

dependency upon outside trend setters to
tell us what is in or out. Living, on the

other hand, is more serious business, more

deeply rooted in the real past and more
responsible to the future.

I believe that the life style obsession

today reflects the temporal and changing
nature of our lives, the absence of real

roots and the desire for quick and easy

identity in our person and our things,
including our buildings. It reflects our
need for instant recognition, for a kind of
unearned character, like a new garment
bought and worn to the party. And it is
well subsidized by our tax policies which
encourage spending more than saving,

waste more the conservation and rising
expectations more than restraint, stability
or frugality in every realm of our lives.

Citizens are genuinely concerned

about the character of their builr commu-
nity. That concern focuses on architecture
as one primary element in the environ-
mental surround in which we live. Let us

remind ourselves that it is only one

element and perhaps not the strongest one.

Others are the landscape, including nature,
streets and parking spaces, lighting, signs,

billboards and the enormous amount of
existing or temporary, ad hoc, non-
architecture building, not designed by

anybody or subject to design review. We

should be willing to see all these elements
in reference to time, the time it takes for
environments to mature, for tradition to
form out of the real life experiences of a

place. Some years ago in a conference on

highrise building in Santa Barbara I

suggested in seriousness that the height of
buildings there should be limited to the
height of the tallest Eucalyptus tree and I
am happy that Santa Barbara remains a
horizontal city.

At issue is the quality and integrity of
what is built, its' response to function and

the question of whether or not adopted
style supports function, improves quality,
allows innovation and reflects any real

traditions of a place. Such concern

requires advisory boards to wade in deeper

waters, to think from the inside out about
basic working relationships of scale, size

that overwhelms the existing, of urban
conflicts and their resolution in respect to
noise, security, pedestrian and auto traffic,
open space, air quality, sun rights. We are

called upon to balance the need for unity
and diversity, to see the difference between

architecture as advertising and architecture
as shelter and container of vital functions,
the difference between personal expression

and public character in the buildings
which shape the public domain. Such

reflections will illuminate the choice

between assertive and aggressive design,

the architecture of "statement" and
responsive and non-aggressive design

which submits to the larger environment of
nature, trees, hedges, plants and growing
things.

Does the adoption of D-design themes

for the commercial and public architecture
of a community along with specific
material standards and criteria allow for
integrity in design and advance the quality
of material and craftsmanship in construc-
tion? Often it does not. Rather it promotes
fakery, cheapness, crudeness and expedi-
ency. Do chosen styles and themes increase

the life-span, durabilitn energy conserva-

tion, sustainability of the structured
community?

I have searched for answers in the ex-
perience of four townships in the Santa

Ynez Valley with a total population of
more or less 20 thousand. Their size,

history, economic base and visual configu-
ration are widely different. lWhat they
enjoy in common is climate, landscape and
the shared proximity to the ocean, the

mountains, the wilderness of the Los
Padres National Forest and the cultural
riches of Santa Barbara.
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Above: Solvong new residentiol. Below: Solvong
skeet srene.

Solvang, the largest and best known
for its distinctive Danish character is
incorporated, has a largely tourist based
economy and genuine cultural roots in the
lives of the early Danish sefflers whose
names, shops and real estate holdings
dominate the scene. Behind the surface of
fake windmills, stud and sruccoed painted
half-timbered buildings and Tivoli-like
white lighted trees moves a vital and
thriving town. Their hardware stores,
building supply esrablishmenr, service
shops, museum and motels attest to the
fact that the Danish theme supports a

distinctively lively community. Tour buses,
pastry shops and abundant cuckoo clock
offerings seem an acceptable accompani-
ment to the permanent residential life
which grows around the edges. The
testimony of architects and merchants
alike verifies the fact that the design theme
has elevated the quality and cost of
buildings while attracting tourists, and so
far the rebuilt Spanish Mission has
preserved its' own uniqueness. Recently

an out-of-town architect was sent back to
the drawing boards to make his school
design "more Danish."

Nearby Santa Ynez came to its' choice
of a Wesrern style theme by a different
route than Solvang, based in hisrory yet
confirmed by careful research and broad
based public participarion. Led by resident
broker Tom Bohlinger and acknowledging
the existence on main street of real 1890s'
'Western store fronts, local representatives
studied the Old Town hisrory in
Sacramento and Nevada City for evidence
to validate the criteria they recommended
to the county Supervisors in support of
their ordinance. Not without opposition
but with impressive homework in ten com-
munity workshops these groups moved
towards consensus which now appears to
be strong and working. Recenr buildings
do respond to the criteria of brick and
wood, no concrete or corrugated iron,
with notable visual unity. Along with a

Sonlo Ynez old wesiern.
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Sonlo Ynez new western.

wonderful historic museum and old library
they inspire respect for real roots and

confidence that the town will grow as a

vital ranching service town with delightful
references to times past.

Smaller but iust as old the neighboring
town of Los Olivos is moving to adopt a

Victorian theme which seems less rooted in
history and more foreign to the ranch
setting in which it grows. The prominent
old stage coach inn called Mattei's Tavern

is a thriving restaurant and a number of
art galleries along Grand Ave. show high
quality offerings of Western and native
American art. While these galleries attract
tourists they draw patronage from the

well-to-do "urban cowboy" ranch owners
in the valley who love and support good
art. The Victorian theme is yet to be

established and recently built pseudo

Victorian houses seem to intrude on the

horizontal street scene and be out of touch
with the earth bound realities of ranch life.

Most challenging and yet undefined is

the freeway community of Buellton at the

western edge of the valley, a crossroads

town in search of its history. A recently

appointed advisory group is working to
find and recommend a design style and

theme. Press reports indicate their
consideration of Spanish Mission, lWestern,

Victorian, Art Deco, and Modern themes,

"or a mixture of those." The strong visual
impact of service stations and auto dealer-

ships vies with the tourist trap images of
Andersen's Pea Soup and the "Avenue of
the Flags" is notable for its emptiness.

having not yet attracted significant
buildings to validate its name. No historic

examples are in evidence and the newly
built Holiday Inn makes only a gesture

towards commercial Mission style in
stucco and tile without serious historic
reference. Impressive service and indus-
trial shops have grown outside the town
center, where access is easy and design

constraints of no consequence.
As these valley communities search for

roots, yearn for identity and struggle with
growth any distinctly regional architectural
style has yet to emerge. One must ask the

question about the future and the impact
of stylishness on innovation and creative

response to environment and to changing

Ios Olivos lown center.

needs. lWhat congruence can we expect

between life style and living and how will
the politics of design review serve all the

people? Much of the answer I think
depends on the quality of those willing to
serve on Boards of Architectural Review,

their willingness to continue to educate

themselves, to avoid doctrinaire stylish
preconceptions of bureaucratic interpreta-
tions and to raise the level of environ-
mental concern for sustainability. The

professionalism which we architects claim
needs to be strongly exercised to lead and

to challenge, to define quality in higher
values than selling the image of a place, to
insure that growth is socially responsible

and environmentally sustaining. Nature
and our grandchildren may be unforgiving
if we do less rhan that.
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Cultural Affairs:
The City of Los Angeles Reviews Itself
An Interuieut u:ith Meruy A'orris
by Barton Phelps, AIA

Unlike most design review boards, the
jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Cultural
Affairs Commission is limited to projects
built on City-owned property. Begun in
1903 as the Municipal Arts Commission,
its importance and visibility can be seen to
have risen and fallen in direct relationship
to the quality of Los Angeles public
architecture. In recent years, as the vol-
ume of the City's building projects has
swelled - in 1989 rhe Commission
reviewed 121 projects worth over $1.1
billion - the Commission's commirment to
effecting distinguished architecture has
made it the center of major conrroversy.

In 1988, for its work in raising the
standard of civic design, the Commission
received a Presidenrial Citation from the
American Institute of Architects that reads:

For distinguished service in en-
couraging creativity in design and
artwork in public places and for
stimulating public discussion of
architecrural projects proposed by
the City of Los Angeles.

Much credit for the Commission's
new activism has gone to Merry Norris.
A professional art consultant who played
a pivotal role in founding the Los Angeles
Museum of Contemporary Art she has
served as the Commission's president since
her appointment by Mayor Bradley in
1986. Barton Phelps interviewed Ms.
Norris in her art-filled modernisr house in
the Hollywood Hills.

BP: Lately there appears to have been
a re-awakening of the Cultural Affairs
Commission to its original vigilance. Did
you know whar you were gerting into
when you were appointed?

MN: No, not really. As you may
recall, Mayor Bradley made a clean sweep
of all the Commissions in'r984. On our
Commission, virtually everybody was new,
no one knew each other, and no one had a
clue of what was in store for them.

The title "Cultural Affairs" is mislead-
ing in that it connores the visual and per-
forming arts, not architectural review. As
there was no training period for new Com-
missioners, we were surprised to find seven
architectural submissions and eleven street
lighting submissions on our first agenda.
As it turns our, the mandate of the
Cultural Affairs Commission to review all
structures built on or over City property is
unique. Our decisions are final and cannot
be reversed. We also oversee the acquisi-
tion of works of art by the City, and we
serve in an advisory role to the Cultural
Affairs Deparrment for the selection of arrs
organizations and artists to receive City
funding.

So, we just started in. lW.e didn't even
have a staff architect ar rhe rime. In fact,
no architect was appointed to our commis-
sion until 1,989. At the firsr meering there
were fire stations to be approved. We
were shown t*o prototypes for fifteen fire
stations and we were told to approve
them. One of them looked like a Taco
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wilmington District Fire stotion. Design opproved by Municipol Arts commission c. 1929.

Bell, and the other looked like any average

industrial warehouse, although it was by

far the better of the two. Seven of one

design and eight of the other, and these

were going to dot the landscape of Los

Angeles! They were to replace fire stations
that had to be torn down because of
earthquake safety standards, and they had

to be passed immediately because they
needed to proceed with construction right
away. V/e actually turned them down that
first day. The response was very unpleas-

ant. It was made quite clear that Public
rWorks, the Fire Department, and the Fire
Commission were very upset.

At that time in our history, no one

would listen to our pleas to create fire
stations that could contribute to the

identity of their neighborhoods, and be

contemporary landmarks. Eventually all

fifteen of these fire stations were built.
That was before we understood we

wouldn't be killed if we turned something
down.

BP: How does the Commission estab-

lish a knowledgeable basis for its response?

MN: How that basis has develoPed is

an important part of the story. \7hen I
first came on the Commission, I explained
to a prominent local architect that I was a

member of the Commission, and that we

were reviewing multi-faceted, complicated
architectural projects with no staff help

and no architects on the Commission.
"We take this very seriousln" I said, "but
we must have professional helP and

advice." Sometime later a volunteer Eroup
of design professionals called the Urban
Design Advisory Coalition invited me to
one of their meetings. I handed some of
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our agendas around the room and a lot of
jaws dropped when they saw rhe magni-
rude of what we are reviewing. UDAC
rhen starred advising us on an ad hoc
basis.

\ifle would be dead in the water
without rhese people. I can never credit
them enough because we jusr did not have
the kind of expertise rhat it takes ro make
constructive criricisms. A lay Commission,
dealing wirh multi-million dollar projects,
did not seem legitimate ro me.

Eventually, Mayor Bradley appointed
a nine member panel composed of distin-
guished L.A. architects and deans of rhe
local architectural schools to advise us on
a regular, rotaring basis. It's called the
Mayor's Design Advisory Panel, and rhey
offer invaluable theoretical and practical
assistance.

BP: What has been rhe mosr signifi-
cant event in your tenure on the Commis-
sion?

MN: The turning poinr for rhe Com-
mission was undoubtedly the Downtown
Central Library. That was when we
started geting a lot of ink because we did
not approve the initial design. Our
position was rhar since the Goodhue

Building was a landmark building and had
been rerained for its historic value even
though it was in terrible shape and a
firetrap, its new wing should have some
direct relarionship to the existing building.
In contrasr, the initial design looked as if
they were rwo separate entities. 'We gor
into what turned out to be a raging
controversy that went on for a year and a
half....I believe firmly in rhe creative
process, and no one could be better tuned
in to that process; I seek new ideas and
modes of expression. However, when you
get inro public architecture rhar affecrs
millions of people, rhe concerns become
exceedingly complex.

BP: Has rhere been positive popular
reaction to the acrivity of the Board in the
matter of rhe Cenrral Library?

MN: It has been absolutely over-
whelming. And it was important because
that experience gave us energy to move
forward on orher projects. I think that one
of the many things rhat the Central Library
did was to raise citizen concern and in-
volvement. It developed a real constitu-
ency for us. So many people came out of
the woodwork ro attend meetings and
write letters. A lot of people who

los Angeles cenhol [ibrory Addition. Hordy, Holzmon, pfeiffer Associotes. Approved design.
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wouldn't get out front were of counsel

privately.
BP: Are there any other signs of a

growth of interest in civic building?
MN: Yes. One example would be the

change in outlook of the Department of
'Water and Power. The first schemes for
projects they brought to us were perfectly

awful. Over time they began to hire more

outside architects. Perhaps some of the

best design in this City, private or public,

will be seen in distributing stations and

pump stations that are currently being

designed by outstanding architects hired by

D!flP.
One horror story from earlY in our

existence was the DWP Central Mainte-
nance Headquarters Proiect. I can still see

their staff architect presenting one of the

mosr insignificant and boring buildings
I've ever seen in my life. When we turned

it down, it was as if nobody could under-

stand why. We were told that we were

"holding things up" and we "gotta move it
along". But what began to happen was

that some of the City staff architects on

other proiects would privately thank me

for turning things down because they said

it gave them the kind of imperative that
they needed to try to do better design' The

first time I was told that by a person with
the Port of Los Angeles I was just wide-

eyed. Then I heard it again from some-

body in another City department. Then I
heard it even from somebody who was

designing a sign for Pioneer Chicken, who
said, "you're right, this is terrible. Since

you're turning it down I can go back and

tell my boss. Now maybe we can do
something better." But until those little
ripples appeared on the surface, it really
was very frightening.

BP: Is the Commission faced with the

problem of selling good design?

MN: Absolutely. At this critical time
in the development of the City of Los

Angeles, it is incumbent upon our commis-
sion to seek the best possible design. We

can and must lead the way, creating an

opportunity for innovative ideas. A

problem that we have is that we onlY

review designs, and it takes years for these

to become built projects. 'We don't have

many things to point to and say, "please

drive over and look at that building
because it represents the kind of work we

want."
BP: How do you respond to the accu-

sation by City Agencies that projects have

cost more because of the requirements of
the design review process?

MN: I respond by saying that this

represents a bottom line mentality' These

projects are being built all over the city
and we feel they should serve visually as

attributes to the City. If they do not bring
us designs that are suitable for the context,

then perhaps we will argue with them

about it. But we don't get into discussions'

for example, of materials. We don't
suggest that they use marble instead of
concrete. The point is, people do not like

the way the city looks. I don't have to

explain the need for design review. It's

crystal clear. From people in the commu-

nity who realize what we're trying to do,

we get a very positive response' They

figure it can only get better, it can't get

worse. So design review doesn't need a lot
of explanation.

BP: Does the Commission theorize
about the progress of development in Los

Angeles?

MN: No, except perhaPs on a

personal basis, because the Brown Act
requires that no more than three of us can

meet at a time unless it is on a stated

Agenda. I tend to talk more about theory
with our advisors.

But, in order to broaden the discus-

sion of civic building we organized the first
Awards of Excellence Program last year.

The Commission selected fifteen projects

to which it wanted to draw attention'
The program was intended to illustrate the

attitude and the integrity of design work
that we are looking for. It was so well
received; it was a high point in our history.

At the presentation ceremony we had

standing room only in the City Council
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Shotto Pork Recreotion Center. Approved I989, Steven Ehrlich, Architect.

chambers. All kinds of people - city
officials, archirects, new and old guard.
The response demonstrated the great
interest on the part of the architectural
community in becoming involved in the
civic process.

BP: It can be said rhar rhe purposes
of art and the purposes of government are
differently aligned and that rhere can never
be a murually supportive relationship
between them. But your successes suggest
that this is nor true and that your Commis-
sion has turned things around in Los
Angeles.

MN: There's no question rhat we
have. I often rhought to myself when I
first began reviewing projects, '.There is
such a great opportunity here. \Why isn't
anybody raking advantage of it? How can
we make more of this happen around the
City?" I think the Ciry agencies are simply
unwilling to take chances, and even
developers seem to be afraid to rake a risk
with more adventurous design. I believe
the risk is worth taking. I prefer the new
and untried. I think of buildings as public
sculpture. An important aspect of our
work is that we try to create an opportu-
nity for architects to express themselves in
the most innovative way. lWe try not to
put a damper on rheir work by telling
them what to do.

By the wan I got a call from Art
Center College of Design this morning
asking me if I would give a seminar on

"How an art person functions in the
bureaucracy." What a grear idea!

BP: How does your background in
the art world shape your perceprion of
architecture?

MN: Artists work independently, in
studios by themselves. They are nor
usually equipped to deal with notions of
the social "good." Architects have to deal
with multiple issues and defend their
positions. They have to develop an
understanding of the art of compromise.
Compromise is not a word in an artist's
vocabulary.

But being in the art world, I deal wirh
art and museums and collectors. I am
interested in individual experimentation
and creativity. Institurions exisr ro support
such work.

Architecture is a cultural process and
different from the work of an individual.
Maybe that explains this problem we have
with the City Council - they can't under-
stand architecture as part of "Cultural
Affairs." !fle really are rhe City\ Architec-
tural Review Board.

I believe that if we do not creare an
atmosphere that expresses the best ideas of
our time, future generations will be
without visual information that suggests
what they were. I like the term "cultural
imperative." It suggests the important
responsibility that we have to demonstrare
the wealth of contemporary rhoughr and
ideas.
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Design Mefiation:
The Role of the San Francisco AIA

Arnold Lerner, AIA

Politics can be defined as the competition
for leadership in the influence of public
policy. The issues surrounding the politics
of design control in San Francisco are

rooted in the struggle over growth control,
both in the residential neighborhoods and

the downtown commercial center.

Background
ln'1957 San Francisco proposed eliminat-
ing the cable cars. People furiously organ-

ized against it, and preserved the system.

During the early 1960's a proposal was

put forward to build a highway extension

through the Panhandle and Golden Gate

Park to link with the Golden Gate Bridge

and Highway 101. This, too, galvanized

opposition and the plans were abandoned.

A development in Fisherman's \flharf
produced two huge apartment buildings
that blocked significant views of the bay.

The Western Addition (iust West of the

Civic Center) and the South of Market
areas were experiencing urban renewal,

or "urban removal," as some called it,
with the leveling of entire neighborhoods
and the elimination of thousands of
housing units.

The public had begun to recognize the

need to question what had been a

somewhat paternalistic system of design

control by the "experts". They also

learned that they had to organize and

understand their common visions. By the

1980s, the City had produced a series of
development controls that did not satisfy

the neighborhood activists. Proposition M,
a sweeping growth control measure, was

approved by the voters; a key provision of
the ordinance mandated design sympa-

thetic to "neighborhood character." The

City began searching for new ways to
define this mandate to break the stalemate

created by the seemingly endless requests

for Discretionary Review that had

overwhelmed the Planning Commission
and staff and had reduced residential
development to a long and costly waiting
game.

Blue Ribbon Committee
In 1988, the Planning staff contacted the

SF/AIA and asked us to form a task force

to help solve the problem. The "Blue

Ribbon Committee" consisting of experi-

enced AIA members with the leadership of
the City Planning Deparrment's staff.
became a working task force. Over the

next 6 months, we met to review the

causes of the problem and to decide how
we address them. We invited a wide range

of speakers to give us their views, includ-
ing representatives of the Residential
Builders Association, the Foundation for
San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, the

Planning Association of the Richmond, the

Bernal Heights Community Foundation,
the Mayor's Office, and other activists and

developers. On a parallel track, we

assisted in the rewriting of the Depart-
ment's Residential Design Guidelines.

The most significant issues involved
the size of building envelopes and the

increases in density; others included the

lack of parking, the building's height in
relation to established scale, the ornamen-
tation of facades, and the reduction of
access to light, air, and views. There was

not a clear public understanding of what a

building would be like once built. Many
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people simply felt they weren't raken
seriously by developers or City agencies
and there was an underlying mistrusr of
the impartiality of professionals.

It was clear among the AIA members
that the problems encountered were attrib-
utable to several facrors, including the lack
of adequate numbers of planning staff and
the need to supplement the design experi-
ence of the planning staff and city commis-
sions. Because the city's conflict of interest
laws make it almost impossible for
practicing architects in the City ro sir on a

board or commission, those making the
the most crucial decisions affecting design
were (and still are, to a large extent)
political appoinrees, such as lawyers,
financial analysts and environmental
generalists.

The Blue Ribbon Committee's first
proposed solution was to set up an
advisory panel to review residential
projects, including remodeling and new
construction. The panel would become an
official part of the review process and
would consist primarily of AIA members.
Once a public membership program was
implemented, public members with a

demonstrated expertise in the visual arts
would also participare.

Our proposal met strong resistance
from the planning staff. The Deparrment
thought we could help staff and inexperi-
enced developers come up with better
designs but that the power of review
should stay within the Department. There
were also legal obstacles ro the quick
creation of an official body. It soon
became apparent to us that we needed to
move ahead and create the review service
on our own. Our hope was that, through
its usefulness and recognition by the
decision making commissions and boards,
it would become a de facto design review
panel. Faced with an impossible caseload,
the Department continued to meet and
assist us in developing the program.

'We reviewed the Department's files of
Discretionary Review applications and
selected those projects concerned with

design issues only. \We sent an announce-
ment of the service to the parties involved
and we organized the selection of panelists
similarly to traditional mediation. Each
side to the dispute received a dozen or so
resumes of potential panelists, including
their professional backgrounds and
indications of their particular biases:
community organizations they belonged
to, their client base, political acrivities they
had participated in, where they lived, etc.
The rwo architects chosen selected a rhird
to serve as moderator and be responsible
for writing a report that would be sent to
the Department as a record of their work.
The panelists reviewed drawings and
statements of the case and visited the site
before meeting wirh the participants. A
review session was scheduled in the
evening at the AIA headquarters, where
the participants presented their cases. The
panel discussed the merits of each side and
attempted to mediate a solution. If
agreement was reached in all or some
issues, a statement was written that night
and initialed by the parties presenr.

The Chapter's Housing Committee
took over the process, recruiting rwenry
five architects. We waited for the Depart-
ment to forward our first case. After
several monrhs of waiting, they eventually
responded and we began contacting parties
of the cases we felt were design related.
'We realized that many of the cases were
about personal disputes between people
who simply could not talk to each other.
Fortunately, a community service organiza-
tion known as Community Boards, had
volunteered to help mediate disputes that
did not involve design.

Advisory Design Review
!7e titled the service Advisory Design
Review. Since our panels had an unofficial
status, we knew internally that it would be
an uphill battle to gain acceptance. Ir
would only be after an official commission
or board verified our results would the
message get out that we were to be taken
seriously. Our first case represents our
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uphill battle to gain acceptance. The side

that had filed the discretionary review

simply came to give the appearance of
good faith, but would not agree to
anything, thinking they would win their
case in the more political arena of the

Planning Commission. They refused to
acknowledge the aspects of the dispute we

felt we had resolved. We forwarded our
written recommendations to the Planning

Commission but made the tactical error of
not sending a representative to appear.

The Commission made a decision that
went counter to our recommendations -
reportedly distorted by those holding
opposing viewpoints. There was another

hearing, before the Board of Permit

Appeals. 'We presented the merits of the

case and, with the neighbors' suPport
(elicited by the proiect's sponsor), the

decision was reversed 5-0 and the proiect

will be built. Since then, both the Presi-

dent of the Planning Commission and the

President of Board of Permit Appeals have

asked those appearing before them

whether they have used the AIA's service

and scolded some for wasting the commis-

sioner's time by not doing so.

We are now seeing cases before us

whose participants come into the session

wanting to find a solution, an attitude

essential to compromise. We succeeded

on the initial seven cases and requests are

growing. The Planning Commission's

application form now "strongly encour-

ages" those who fail to resolve disputes

among themselves to contact the AIA for
mediation services before intervenrion
from the Commission becomes necessary.

Recently, the status of our conclusions

has been elevated to that of the unbiased

professional overview we had sought. Our
report is given after the Department's staff
report and before the floor is opened to
public comment.

The most significant benefit has been

an increase in the Chapter's prestige in the

eyes of the city's official bodies and the

public. 'We are seen as providers of a

valuable community service. The process

also has a positive impact on architectural
practice. Our members are Setting their
projects approved and regaining a sense of
participation that seemed lost in recent

years. It has attracted new members to the

Chapter and has led to an increase in the

use of architects to design residential
projects.

What does the future hold for Design

Review and the SF/AIA? Faced with the

prospect of a professional review, partici-
pants in disputes are increasing their
conciliatory efforts. But the maiority still
seeks mediation. Our Chapter's staff is

stretched to the limits, processing about

four cases per month. Demand will surely

outstrip our resources soon. A short term

solution may lie in a private, non-profit
corporation to provide design mediation,

or in an official Advisory Design Review

Board.
But can we afford the time it takes to

review so many pro,ects? Alan Jacobs, the

former Planning Director and U.C.

Berkeley Professor, was right when he

predicted that "the fundamental notion of
'uses by right' is important and critical,
and if we don't get back to it soon, its
going to haunt us all. In fact, it's not
planning at all if you can't tell what you

want to do ahead of time." Discretionary

review is haunting us now. The SF/AIA

has made a valiant effort to begin to turn
the decision making process concerning

design in a more positive and professional

direction. lfhat should we be setting up as

our long term goals? Ed Bacon, the noted

city planner, said it best when he stated:
"There is a difference berween getting

good design by specifying what good

design is as compared with setting up a

kind of vision of what the obiective is that
is so compelling and inspiring that it leads

people automatically toward its fulfill-
ment." The keY to the future lies in

developing this vision and de-politicizing
the nature of design consensus.
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A City of Gardens:
The Challenges of Implementation
Phoebe Wall

There are sections of Pasadena that look
today exactly like they did in the 1930s.
One can still see street after tree-lined
street of little bungalows with wide front
lawns, deep shady eaves, big front porches
and narrow driveways slipping between
hedges and bay windows ro garages ser in
the back.

Multi-family housing has come slowly
to Pasadena. During the Depression and
the war years, the city allowed second
units in single-family neighborhoods in
order to help ease the cost of living or ro
make up for the lack of housing. In
residential areas, multi-family housing
came to mean additional units on single-
family lots, duplexes, bungalow courts or
four-family flats. The small scale, single-
family character of the neighborhoods
remained intact.

After \ff/orld War II in the expectation
of a huge population boom, Pasadena
zoned many of these old bungalow neigh-
borhoods for even higher density multi-
family housing. The little California
bungalow was nor held in very high esteem
in the fifties; it was seen as rather creepy
and old, and the neighborhoods rhey made
up were considered rinky-dink and ripe for
redevelopment. [The population boom
happened, but not in Pasadena.] However,
nobody bothered (or dared) re-examine the
zoning.

It wasn't until rhe early eighties that
the demand for housing was sufficient to
warrant denser development. By then,
land values, building and zoning codes,
parking needs, the fire department, lenders

and simple greed combined ro create a

quite different animal from the modest
duplexes or four-plexes of old. The
buildings being crammed onto the little
50 to 60 foot wide single family lors were
monstrous.

Raised a half story to provide parking
under the units, each had a huge gully of
concrete, (dubbed the "Grand Canyon,")
on one side and a narrow elevated
sidewalk down the other. Because the
units were all the same and were entered
from the side of rhe lot, the front of the
buildings facing the streer was often left
blank: no windows, no doors, no nothing.
The only open space on rhe sire was the
left-over berm in fronr or perhaps a little
three-to-five-foot planter next to each en-
trance. Additionally, the quality and
craftsmanship of these stucco boxes did

"Six pock" building type. lllustrotion by Korhryn Clorke.
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not even approximate that of the older
bungalows. Community people nick-
named them "six-packs." Realtors
referred to them as "townhomes."

By the time market pressures had
made multi-family units profitable, people
had reawakened to the charms of the

bungalow. The neighborhoods were now
seen as enclaves of stability, a part of the

cherished heritage of the city. But they
were being destroyed by what they were
zoned for; multi-family housing. Panic

set in.
Despite the fact that the city was (and

still is) wildly overzoned for its General
Plan capacitl the City rejected the idea of
outright downzoning. Several years

before, it had struggled through bitter
downzoning debates. The issue was not
something the Board of Directors,
Pasadena's City Council, wanted to get

into again.
First the City tried to deal with the

problem by enacting design controls such

as widening side yards, requiring modula-
tions in walls, putting planters in the
middle of driveways and bridging over
the driveways with decorative framework.
But, the community pushed for more
drastic measures. The Board then declared

a number of interim study districts in order
to see what, if anything could be done

about the neighborhoods and, at the same

time, appointed a citizen task force to
study the multi-family zoning codes.

It is interesting to note that the way
people define a problem determines the

types of solutions they seek. Some in the

community saw the problem as develop-
ment in general: change born of profiteer-
ing. Some focused their discontent on the

term "condominium," rolling their dislike
for a lifestyle, density and building type
into one.

One astute criticism of the new devel-

opments was that by tearing down the

older bungalows, the city was losing a

limited supply of sturdy, affordable
housing and, in too many cases, replacing
it with more expensive units of shabbier
construction. In most cases, however,
people saw the problem as one of density.
They felt that if one could somehow get

the developers to build fewer units, things
would be better.

The city then hired a consultant team

consisting of Christopher Alexander,
Daniel Solomon and myself to work with
the task force. 'We had a different reaction
to the situation; the problem wasn't
density, it was the building type.

'When we began our work, we were

asked by realtors, developers and archi-
tects in the city not to rewrite the code, but
simply to make adjustments and, perhaps,

add some design controls. But, it was

apparent that changing only a few of the

factors would not solve the problem. 1i7e

needed to start over. We began by search-

ing for what gave Pasadena its special

Reinwoy Court, one of the oldest bungolow court proiech still existing. Photo courlesy of Posodeno Heriloge.
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character. Whar were the qualities that
could be recaptured to mitigate rhe
disruptive elemenrs of the old code and to
cure the neighborhoods? How could they
be allowed to develop withour losing their
special character?

Pasadena has a wonderful, lush,
garden-like qualiry. There are magnificent
all6es of street rrees, each of a different
species. There are gardens: front yards

shared with the srreet, side yards, and
courtyard gardens where residents can
sun themselves and stop to char wirh
neighbors.

The precedent for multi-family
housing in Pasadena is a grouping of
cottages around a garden or court, the
"bungalow court" for which the city is
famous. This is the icon thar people
mentioned when they thought of multi-
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Gordens ond buildings in hisioric Posodeno. lllustrofion by Kothrp Clorke.
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family housingthey liked. This icon
became the essence of A City of Gardens,

the Pasadena Design Ordinance for Muhi-
Family Housing, the resulting, entirely new

code that we wrote.
Typical zoning codes for multi-family

densities require that a developer first
consider how many parking places will fit
on the site. This in turn determines the

number of units. \n A City of Gardens,

the first thing a developer must determine
is the size and location of the main garden.

Thus the garden is effectively raised to the

level of parking layout in the planning
hierarchy.

To approach previously allowed
densities, a number of trade-offs are made.

The density and height envelope is shifted
to the rear of the lot where zero lot line

set-backs are allowed. The visibility of
parking is kept to a minimum and there-

fore, in most cases, must be located in the

back or underground. Units can still be

built with parking adjacent or "tucked
under" them, but the density of the project
will probably drop.

The ordinance goes beyond control-
ling land use, densities, setbacks and height

limits. It folds design controls into zoning

and pushes zoning into the context-
sensitive realm of preserving neighbor-
hoods. It allows for change, encourages

variety and still enhances the quality of life
of the community. It is more complex
than the usual zoning checklist, takes

longer to understand and is more difficult
to implement. It has not been received

without opposition and controversy.
The length of time (three years) that it
took to write, debate and adopt the

ordinance is testimony to the widely
differing opinions of members of the

task force as well as the members of the

consultant team.
One of our fundamental concerns was

that the ordinance be economically viable.
It would fail if proiects created by it were

not financially feasible or would not sell.

Some realtors and builders carped that the

only thing that would sell, and that banks

would fund was the "townhome" rype of
building with "tuck-under" parking - this

despite the fact that there are many court-
yard and garden proiects of various
vintages in the finest as well as the

humblest of Pasadena's neighborhoods
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Courtyord

Adiocenl Enhonces

where owners or tenants park in the back
and walk happily through the gardens to
get to their unirs.

In fact, one unit in a newer building
with security gates, intercoms, elevators
and underground parking recenrly sold for
24o/" less per square foot than a much
older (fifty years) and much larger unit in a
building nexr door to it. Everything about
this older building should have made it
worth less per square foot. It was a two
story walk-up and had no security. The
units' owners had to park in the garage of
the new building next door and walk
outside to get home. "Well, it's more
charming," scoffed the opponents of the
ordinance a bit desperately. Precisely the
point. It was an old Spanish revival,
garden-court building, selling for Z4%,
more per square foot than the next-door

Moin gorden enclosures. llluskotions by Kothrp Clo*e.

Mofure Tree

Adiocent House

units that had all the bells and whistles
supposedly demanded by the market.

Refining and initial implementation of
an ordinance like City of Gardens are
absolutely crucial to its success. Like a
concert hall, it won't produce quality
pieces unless carefully tuned. Follow-up
review and revision must be carried out by
someone who has been intimately involved
with the entire process or else no one will
know if the original inrentions are being
met. But hiring the consukants back to do
tune up work is hard for a City to do after
it has already spenr subsrantial funds to
get an ordinance in place.

There has been a succession of at least
five staff members working on rhe City of
Gardens project. No one is left at staff
level who was involved in the writing
process. Each staff member in turn has

ll
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Building elements io be incorporobd into designs.

lllustrotions by Kothryr Clorke.

Loggios

Exterior Stoirs

Roofed Bolconies

Tile Founlroins

had the task of trying to understand the

story as it is told and in turn make it
understandable to the next in line. It has

been hard to keep the story straight.
Shortly after the ordinance was

adopted, a flap erupted over the design of
an atypical proiect on an atypical lot. All
of the design-sensitive elements had been

considered unenforceable by staff and the

resultant proiect was bad. All of the

"shoulds" of the document are now being

made mandatory with discretion.
Ironically, just as Clty of Gardens was

being adopted, further evidence of non-

responsive planning and the need for more

sensitive zoning and design controls
appeared in the form of a strict growth-
management initiative adopted by the City
o{ Pasadena. It limits the construction of
multi-family units to 250 a yeat, except in

redevelopment areas or affordable units.

There were, at that time, 30 of the old six-

pack projects in the pipeline. These were

exempt from City of Gardens but not from
growth management. As these old style

projects were the first to receive alloca-
tions, there have been as yet no proiects

built under the new ordinance.
Instead, what are being built in far

greater numbers, are single units behind

existing houses in multi-family zones. As

second units are exempt from growth man-

agement. This is a type of development
that the ordinance was never intended to
address, but this is where it is being most

frequently applied. The ordinance is

already in need of amendment.

t
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Architecture qnd Toste

Diane Ghirardo

However different individuol coses moy.oppeor, the bottle for desig,r control (oport from
controls codified in zoning regulorionsJ boils do*n ro rwo deboreriuritaino A;ik;.Ji;,
effect on the right 6f nsigibor*s ro oreserve views ond sunltght, ".; ;;;rh;r[ diffe,errcei ouer.
the,propriely of o porticulor design ot o specific site. But b-y for the most common - ond to
orchilects the most irritoting - design controls ore those bosed solely on oesthetics. The often
ocrimonious struggles between orchirect, client ond the community iepresented bv the desion
review ponel rorely conclude hoppily for the designer becouse uliimore control is'uested in"
tne revtew ponel.

.l wonl to propose thot while'oestherics" ore held to be ot the core of the disoute. thev
mosk more compelling issues, both for rhe community's corps of wotchdoqs ond for the
orchitecturol,profession. The issues involve propriety, toste ond the qrest;on of who is ollowed
to estoblish these boundories. 

,Even more deeply, they involve the community's imoge of
itself, g.rounded in o set of implicit rules odopted'byr.6sidenrs in orJe, to distinorish"the,
selves from other (inferior) groups This code erb,oces such things;r;ri.;;[il;r, hJr.
lurnrshrngs, o'rd club,membership. The point here is simply thot there ore no obsolutes in the
world ot toste, only dilterent consti'uencies ond the different sociol ond politicol relotions thor
drtterent tostes imply.

Design review ponels do not exisr in south centrol Los Aogeles, or Eost Los Anqeles - the
poorer oreos 6t the cily. The weolthier or more exclusive rhe ,ieiqhborhood, the mire inrense
the control exercised over design. lssues o[ height ond bulk repr6senr otempts to preserve
ond protect the rights of existin! residents. Thei llkewise ossure the n"*.or", 

"f 
ih;;r;

protection in the tuture. But oesthetic issues preserve or tronsqress occepted limits oqd
ocq,uire or odopt exisring losre slruclures, oll'of which or." o.i*,ti", o[ o'self-descriOeJ elite,
or dominont closs. stotus ond legifimocy ore being protected or odvonced.

Stylistic voriotions from the oiceproble oesthe'ii conon becom" n"."rro,u wl^en hioher
sociol ond economic groups depend upon oesthetics to confirm their privileqed storu5 s[6 1.
disringuish the"nselves trom other groups. As new styles ore populo'ized th6y lose lheir
power to rotify privilege. Just os Gucci, orce o unive,sol "rbl", of privileoJ ond luxurv
clothing, no ionger 

iQReols to the weolthiest becouse it hos been dtflused io other groups
lnot to rnention foked lrom ltoly re 1s;\&..), so orchitecturol sryles lose their cooocirv to serve
os emblems of distinction once lhey hove been populorized. Potrons pov for thor *ni.|1-it"
unique (,reoetition of onything being on emblem'of low stotus), ond in orc'h;recture os in other
things, these unique ortifocts help the owner moi.rtoin l-is or her posirion in o hierorchv. ond
the,very corrours ol thot hierorchy irself The oesthetic preferences of rhe self-described
highest closses ore presented os obiectively true rother'rhon os sociolly ond culturolly
conditioned, nointoined os the pr;vileged ottrib-tes of the upp., closses by the very inocces.
sibiliry ro the lowesr groups, ogoinsr wTrose tostes thor of "regitimote" crltu,; is rocifly J;i;;

511 
the 6651 5imple terms, whot is ot s+oke is the legitimocy o{'ne oesthetic stondords

upheld by o specilic closs - ond the ouestion of whose-riqht;t'5 1e lsllns those stondords.
lhe crilerio tor iudging indivduols concern not only their Copociry ro consume, but the orr
with which they dispose of their copitol, o"d whict groups sholl dorrinore in deciding the
legitimocy ol other individuols os wetl os of oestherics.
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Community Design Review

Boords ond the AIA

ln 1g74, in response to pressures from the building industry, the Notionol AIA completed.on

"rr..ii"" 
,trdv !n! iepo,t titl"d' "Design Review B'oords: A Hondbook for Communities."

in" S) ,.""'n".iU"il tnclrJes o hiltory of the phenomenon, o notionol suruey o1 existing

r""i"* fooYJr, ; ;;;;'y of the generol fow of design review, suggestions for drohing o

desion review ordinonce, ond o model ordinonce.--- i. f-qgZ ih" CCntR decided ro form o design review boord Review Comm ttee. lt

osked the commirtee to p'"ilnt to rhe Boord o pJli.y stotement thot could be distributed to

"ll 
lh" C.tit-.io chopteis. The gool wos to ochieve stotewide guidelines for the proper

estoblishment ond operotion of deslgn review boords.
As Choiroerson. lwos ossiqnei the dubious iob of outhoring the policy stotement ,l soy

dubio;s il;;;;.i- tf,L -miltt"e - found thot'bottle lines hod been drown within the

orchitecturol communitv throuqhout the country.- - 
nJ"L.ot"r of design ,"ui".* o,gr" thot o mechonism is needed, by which o community

.on 
"r",.ir" 

irdqrent"on specific Jevelopment proposols They cloim thot desig,n review

;;;;;; ii ;;j;Jiy .onr'itr'"a, frtfitt tf,i, need. Oppositron forces fssl lust os, strongly thot the

J,scretionory po*",, gronted to review boords ore o threot to the designer's lreedom ot

;r;;rri;; 'Th"y in.,Zor" deloys ond cost, discouroging new ldeos ond encouroging

mediocritv.-- 
ih" lorrittee decided to sleer o poth through the middle ground, which we were quite

o*o.", *orld probobly iu*lt in o conitnuing stotis quo. The n6tionol AIA sludy conclusion

stotement eight'yeors before hod done the some. In the,tinol onolysis we incorporoted thot

conclusion iotement into our policy olong with twenty-three Iecommendotions lor the

"orooer estoblishment ond operotion of design review boords "

" "X; ; 
';;;;i "r', 

ir,.," ,,.ioi 
"l-'rlaale 

g",ornd." Those on the CCAIA Boord in fouor of

d"rion ,.uL*.oriin't oqree on the recomriendotions Those opposing did not core lo

I".rYj",. j"r,".1""t.* o", on t..eptobl" mechonism for improving thJquoliry of our built

environment. 
-End of storv - to dote

Eioht veors loter we'con osk ourselves: hos the quolity of our environment been en-

h,rn."Jbu'desion review? Althouqh I wrote o conciliotory policy to reflect o moiorily

ooinion o*ono"o1chit.cts, lfind miself with both feet in the opposition comP.'" i["li;r; E b"tt",, oh"it slower, more dilficult rood to thot one common gool of "o better

mon-mode environment" is thot of educotion. The AIA notionolly, ond especiolly-in

Colifornio, is heovily invested in thot effort through B.E E.P, or Built Environment tducotion

i,.oo.o.. 
'Adults 

mov1eiirt this course but our klds ore eoger to leorn obout those elements

onJfo,.., thot estoblish the difference between o pleosont ond on unpleosont environment

Jim Moul, AIA
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Professionol tiobility ond
Politicql Control of Design

Nige/A. Renfon

Architecls hove expressed concerns obout their potentiol liobiliV when servinq on olonnino
commissions, design review boords,.ond similor officiol bodies'. Normolly thJ public entirf
will indemnily orchitecls in respect of decisions mode during their worL on the co.nmission or
Doord. vve would recommend osking the city ottorney or orher responsible officiol to
orovide o copy ol the octuol wording"o, the indemnificotion, for. reriew ond .orr."ni by your
ottorney.

, Protection is unlikely to be ovoiloble for informol od hoc tosk forces formed to give
testimonyorotherinputtoonofficiol body lfosked.roserve.f;ndourifyouoregoingtobe
prolected in respect ol comments ond decisions mode within the scope o[ your pErcei"ued
responsibilities.

Regording professionol fiobiliry ;nsuronce, if you work for someone else or for o
portnetship (o,nd you ore not o portner), or for o corporotion, ond you ore sued for somethinq
ollegedly soid or written, done or not done, it would be for-letched ro cloim thot tre work
you ore doing on o design review boord or some less formol qroup is worL done fo, uou
employer, let,olone hoving onything to do with the proctice ot"orchirecture. lf yot, ore'
encouroged by your employer os [ort of your duties, ro enooqe in some fo,r'of-d".r]on
review, you might look to him or her to f ll ony gops in the p"roiection ovoiloble to you"
, An employe' is not likely to encouroge ybr"to top into professionol liobiliry co'uer.oq" for.

oesrgn revrew work. lhere ore two good reosons for this. First, the.e is the obliqotionJo oou
o deductible; if rhe employer were to"soy thot your civic responsibillries *er.e-ooi of ,oy LL'
wouldn't the employer then_become responsible for the deductible? Further the omount oi
protection ovoiloble to the [irm ]or o yeor is customorily o finite omount lf onythino is poid
out in excess of the deducrible by rhe insurel thor leoves less protection for thJ fir#i;'- -
performing its consulting services.

Whot if you ore o portner or o sole proprister2 Although you mioht wish to cloim rhot
your work with o plonn,ing,commission, etc., connot be seporoted from the rest o[ your
proctice, it remoins unllkely thot your insurer would leop voluntorily into the froy on your
beholf

lf y:y o,,. .prt.l. 
th" position of hoving to give yot,r reosons for refusing to opprove o

design, it is better it il con be shown fhot the desiqn foils to meet obiective-criterio' mokino
ony subiective iudgments unnecessory. lf you shoild be sred for libel 

"r. 
rlonJ"r.,-.r-r".[ *jrf.r

yourbroker - you moy hove coveroge in force os one o[ the feotures of o ,,pockooe,, 
oolicv.

I,he design review process moy creote onother hurdle for the orchitect with oi unsotisf6c-
lory client. Allegotions ot.negligence, in the foilure to.obtoin permits, ore commonploce.
Our odvice is not moke offirmotlve stotements to the effect thoi you will obtoin perrrits, but
rother thot you will endeovor to do so. However, if the orchltect does not even investigote
the need lor permits, she or he must expect to toke the blome.

New,moteriols, new technology, ond new conkols designed to protect the environment,
con complicote the orchitects tos[., ond expose her o. h;n to"unexpected lowsuits. For
exomple, .in some communities c "new improved" system is required for the ,nstollotion of o
septic ton[. A civil engineer informs me thot this con triple the cost of instolling rhe sfstem 

-
ond there is no record of how the new system will perform over time.

Politicol control of design is essentiol if we ore to creote livoble communities ond orotect
our environment. The risk of lowsu ts is port of the price we poy for the protectlon of sociery.
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ln Pursuit of Urbon Beouty
Design Review Boords & Other Bond Aids

KurtW. Meyer, FAIA

Even in o democrocy, o stronq oction-oriented group con beguile ond mesmerize,o public

whtch is olreodv beset bv feois. Htgh toxes need rodicol oction; high densily of developmenl

ond free*ov troffic ioms ore ruininq my quoliry of life.- - i[; ,;olti"n 
o1oro" hos the or.ir*"r.' 

'inteifere with development, file lowsuits, moke it

"*o"nriu" 
onJ 

"r[ntrltty 
rhe proiect will go owoy. The owner. disgusted, will give up ond

move to Portlond, or ot leost, ihe proiect will be deloyed indefinitely'- 
fUtn" tools ore ouollobie to ihe zeolot. Here, we ore focusing'on the government's role

in dicroli;b, prescribing ond opproving the oeslhetic design of privotely-owned buildlngs.

The Desioi'ieview 8o6rd process woi estoblished to dolust thot: government interference

*ttn 
"^ 

J,tirt'i f1"" 
"rpr,"rrion 

of his or her ort. Since oesihetic iudgment is subiective, the

zeolot on the DRB con obiect to ony proiect he or she wishes. Our City Council ond the

FLr.i." O"r",tr"ni houe foiled to'use the powers thot the Stote hos given to them to do so

;.lh; f;;Li fto.ning ond lond use,/zoning lows. Todoy,.frontic circu-lor,movement ond lond

,ru UonJloia, ore onJmpti ro goin bock the"confidence of the electorote before it disposes of

the elected.- 
Andwhy con rhe Design Review Boord.members (oppointed by the Councilperson) use

fhis tool? Becouse we orch]tects, hove not done our iob. Mony proiects should hove been

,r""..t"a L;;;;r" of their neqotive impoct on neighborhoods ond not becouse o[ the

subiective iudqment of some plople who dislike o po'tlculor design'--- -fiir 
not p"ossible to legislob "excellence" or "beouty," iust oi it is not possible to

leoislote "excellence" in medicine or politics.-" -W; 
o"*rfot" tt ot lond use decisions must be gouerned by o set of lows, to keep the

"meon" p"opl" ot boy, lows designed to protect sotiery ond the community ot lorge. But

whotever these lows ore, ond evJn while protecting the public, these lows must NtvtR control

rhelhin[ing ond the product o[ the design'corruniy in ihe broodest sense,, be they pointers,

sculptors, ilriters, composers, movie dir6ctors, or yes, even orchitects. Set the designers kee

onJ'-Lor Anoeles *ill deuelop on eclectic slyle which is truly reflective of its heterogeneous

,uitiethni.tristory ond composition. Aesthetics is not the politicion's oreno, be the oreno

federol or municiool.--- 
Will thi, r."rlt in some "bod" building designs? Yesl {History moy some doy coll them

oood exomples of our ero.)
"--Wititt 'froduce some extroordinory building designs? Yesl Nobody will pull the

desioner down to the lowest common denominotor.
"Brt the oll importont issue is thot the totol fobric thot emerges will creote urbon beouty in

terms of our ero, our times, in step with our our society ond civilizotionl Future generotions

would then eniov L.A os o beoutiful ciry which disploys the boundless creotive energy of o

J";;r;;; r;.lJt rslhsr rhon the rigiJ, one-dimensionol order of on ourocrotic system of

governonce.
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Design
Privote

Review: Public or
Responsibility?

Dovid DeSelm ond Dovid Boob, AIA

who should conduct design rev,ew? The puolic sector o. the privote secror?

- .,!':|"''t:lly, !:t's'l 1ev;,e* 
1'o, been ihe responsib;l;ry of ih" pr.*ot" r"cror through deed

reslrlcrlons odmrnrstered by.homeowner ossociotions or merchont ossociotions. Todoy ciry
governments ore cloiming rhis responsibiliry ShoulO 'his t,end continue? The onswer is no.

l'ublic entities ore etleclive 1n 6entr6lling life sofery ond infrosrruclure osoects of desion
through building codes ord ord;nonces. H5*eue,, th6y oL tirt"Ji.-lrilJi;;;";;t;,,
more oesthetic ospects o{ design by such principles os ihe Constitutionol grorontee of
treedom ot expression. Privote en'ities ore limited in design review only 5y public policv ond
legislotion, such os prevention of discriminotion Therefo6 they con conr,ol 'design 

fo1 .1"i"-
comprehensive,..coord'noted obiectives. But privote interests ,,roy be ,o," focrrled on
design issues olfecting privote development rhon publ;c concerns

A good solution.for who should control the oppeoronce of o comm,nity seerns to be rhe
close coordinorio_n,ot seporote ond poroller design .esponsibil,ties between'public ond
privote entities Public eftorts should locrs on publ;c bL,;ldinos, in{rostrucrure'ond sofetu
issues, while privore efforrs should focus,on privore buildingi ;rogu o;; q;"liry 

-ii 
r3.i,

nisms ore estoblished to coordinote public ond privote deion ."uL* 
"fio,ii, 

to'complement
their octivities, ovoid overlopping interesrs, minimize the poLntiol fo, -niL;.iin!;dj;;;;;
:11,:'*:fli.," processing, ihese'octiviries con oor-rclly r" nfor.l" uo.n ;,h;;";d pi.ar." 

"

positive ettects tor the entire communiry with less difficulty [or oll involved.
Wherher ir's privorq or public, design review.onnoi b" tugirloLo.-it must be inter-

preted A cleor set of design policies or guidelines ,s cerfoinly"desiroble ond defini,elv useful
in pr6y;!;nn proiecr designe.s ono deuero"pers with informotiol ;il ;;.;; ;;; 

"; Jhil,;
t^l::,-tf" 

Lprorect 
in the preterred direction. However, .ules olone connot guorontee good

design., Nor co,n they odlusr ro chonging condirions or cover every c,rcumstonce. sJccess
$eqPlds upon design review odminist'otors w,th the obiliry to see ihe lorqer pict,re ond the
tlexibilily.ond expertise to work our solut'ons thot ore p.octlcol but consisrEnt with the inL.rLf
comnuntly design obiectives.

. Desigl teview 'equires exper' stoff - ;ndividuots or o teom wirh o blend ol monooement
skills in p'oblem solving, "nderstonding, communicotiors ond neootiorions; os *"ll or"- -
technicol skills in slte plonn;ng, orchitectr,re, uroo" design, londsJoping, lighting, q.6
signing., Design reviewers must olso hove the obiriry oni credibiliry to%uoTrotu"io,gn
proposols, to encouroge refinemenrs of individuol dls;gnr t"*or.d [1o., ."rrunitv obiec-
ttves withoutdiscouroging creoliv:ly, ond to resolue confl cts ond diffijulries with mi'nimum rime
ond cost. lhis is not tor newcomers, port timers, or the foint of heort.

To be successful, design review must_hove strong su,pport ond commitment by the
o,gorizorions ond outhorities involved Effo,ts .equirE full iime otterrion, .oniir,"n.u
o!i.u.-1'y,,v ond purpose. Stolf musr houe rhe ,rppo.r tt irfu*rr." 

". 
j' pJi.f ioi!,, ,o ,no,

vested rnlerests connot sidestep design review efforts by go,ng ro h,gher outnority Ar rhe
some time, design lsvis\/ dec;s onsihor,d involve tne tJnse,Ysri 

"t]".r" irll. one person

:f! ,.rr' include on oppeol procedure. so thot decisions con be foir, ob;ecrive o.ai,* or
coprrcrous pe.sonol tostes.
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The Doors Are Closed,
the Lights Are Out

Jocqueli ne Leovitt ond Carol Goldstein

Fomous cellist Mstislov Rostropovich
oerforms in {ront of Berlin Woll ot
theckpoint Chorlie Soturdoy when wel'
comino Eosl Germon visitors in the Wesl.

Photo iourtesy APlWide World Photos.

Dorlions. Witness the Berlin Woll Whor moy hove

b""n on occeptoble, 'permo'enl" edge or boundo'y
once ,s likelv to become on onochronism.- 

But o, lono os the p"btic is force fed o l"edged-in

environment, o"crollenqe exists for designers to collobo-

rote with use,s, to fostei the kind of exhiTorotion ond

,*iol int"r.honge thot occomponied the teoring down of

the Berlin Woll.
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